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Chapter 1 

No sooner had Guy wondered how would it be if we could find a Cottage in the Country, not 

too far away so that he could get home to dinner, where we could have space around us, 

fowls in the orchard and somewhere ready for when we retired, than off I went to the Estate 

Agents. 

 

You‘d be surprised at the elasticity of their thinking when you ask for a Country Cottage.  

We received several pages of properties ranging from small flats to large houses still under 

construction and all situated among the bricks and mortar of a built-up town area.  But 

tucked away among them was just one cottage two miles out from our little town.  It had a 

garage, an orchard and a three-acre paddock.  We rushed to see and secure this treasure. 

 

Our luck was unbelievable; it had only that day come on the market and we were the first to 

enquire.  We didn‘t quibble nor haggle but said we‘d have it.  We straight away paid the 

deposit and set the machinery in motion to make it ours. 

 

The owners took their time about going, for it was part of the bargain that we had to wait 

until they had found a place to suit themselves, and they were seemingly hard to please. But 

at any rate, if only we possessed our souls in patience the day would inevitably come when 

we could move in.  Almost every day we drove past it and discovered to each other 

something fresh to admire, until the outside of the place was as familiar to us as our own 

faces. 

 

At last the day came when Rose Cottage, in the parish of Withymere, in the County of 

Somerset was empty and we had the keys.  I won‘t pretend we didn‘t have a few shocks 

when we could look closely at everything, for it is surprising what furniture and curtains and 

carpets can do to dress a place up.  But the roof was sound and dry, the walls were thick and 

solid and the floors were surprisingly good, except that the kitchen and scullery floors of 

concrete ‗heaved‘ as my Granny used to say, in wet weather.  All we did for that was to put 

matting rugs down, that allowed the floor to ‗breathe‘. 

 

There was mains water and electricity and a telephone and from the front windows you could 

see the distant Mendip Hills.  We had a bathroom and a door from it opened into a small 

sloping roof space.  Unfortunately, in front of the door of this was the only place to house the 

hot water cylinder that went with our new solid fuel hot-water system.  To get over that one, 

we had a small door cut over the bath, which meant stepping into the bath to climb into the 

roof space when we wanted our suitcases out. 

 

Mention of the bathroom brings me to something which cannot be overlooked in the country.  

In the town, having checked that there is a bathroom in your house you have no further 

worry as to what happens when you pull the plug from the bath or depress the lever.  All 

disappears silently and discreetly into something called Main Drainage.  But in our village 

where there is no such thing, there are three things you can have.  The first of these (and a 

few cottages still only have them) is a small modest building well down the garden, 



discreetly festooned in ivy or clematis and inside of which is a wooden seat suspended over a 

bucket.  This is the most uncomplicated arrangement, the only piece of mechanism being a 

toilet roll holder. 

 

Next up the social scale are the usual soil pipes and water traps but which lead into a large 

covered brick-built pit in an out-of-the-way part of the garden.  Here no Virginia creeper nor 

clematis is required but instead around and over it you grow sweet scented shrubs such as 

lavender, rosemary and verbena.  On warm, still summer days they are much appreciated. 

 

Unless you have a nearby ditch or a large soak-away into which an overflow pipe can lead 

you have to have regular and frequent visits from a large tanker.  This vehicle stays out in the 

road while a very long flexible pipe is connected to your cesspit, then you hurriedly run to 

the furthest corner of your boundary while it does its work.  Rose Cottage had a cesspit and 

we had a ditch which ran along the bottom of the garden, round the corner of the orchard and 

down two sides of the field.  We were lucky; even so the area round the outfall pipe was one 

to be avoided.  An old plank bridge was situated nearby, it was a short cut to the farm and 

you could always take it fast, for there was a handrail to steady you. 

 

For some reason children loved this part, extra large tadpoles could be caught there in the 

spring. One never-to-be-forgotten day Rodney fell in, slipped between the plank and the 

handrail. Before I could get there he had scrambled out, covered from shoulder to feet in a 

thick black soup-like liquid and was haring for home.  When I reached the scene large black 

bubbles were slowly forming and popping on the surface and up the bank and away over the 

field were black tracks.  When some days afterwards I saw his mother I learned that when he 

arrived home she stood him in the middle of their yard and vigorously hosed him down. 



 

Chapter 2 
 

One of the first things we learned after moving in was that we could not use our field yet.  

The previous owner had sold the grass and not until it was cut, made into hay and carted 

away could we touch the field.  That didn‘t worry us as we had so much else to do. 

 

The garage must be tackled; this was a small old tin shed with an earth floor.  The sides and 

roof had gaps where the tin had rusted and fallen away. Guy could get his car in but could 

not close the door the boot was still outside, even if the rusted hinges would have permitted 

the operation.  So a new garage and workshop combined it had to be, built of concrete blocks 

and a pan-tile roof to match the cottage. 

 

One day, soon after it was finished I was coming home on my bike, turned in the gateway 

and round into the garage without getting off, thus making a silent entry.  To my surprise a 

man was standing in the garage, busily writing on paper clipped to a board. ―And WHAT‖, I 

enquired, ―are you doing‖?   

 

He said that he was from the local rating authority who had been informed that we had added 

a garage to our property, so he had come to see it and measure it up for an appropriate rates 

increase. 

 

―But,‖ I said, ―There was a garage here before‖. He said it wasn‘t down on the previous 

people‘s assessment so it had to be added to our rates. ―Just step inside‖, I said, ―and I‘ll 

prove to you a garage was here.‖ 

 

Fortunately I still had the Estate Agents sheaf of papers with properties for sale and showed 

him their printed description, a cottage and garage, orchard and three acre paddock.  That 

was a facer, but he rallied and said we‘d improved our property and so we must still pay. 

―That‘s a nice thing‖ I said ―if we‘d left that old gypsy-like shed right on the roadside in full 

view of everyone you‘d have congratulated us and not increased our rates, but because we 

have replaced it with a good building in keeping with the cottage you are going to punish us 

by slapping up our rates as a warning, I suppose to others to let their places fall into decay‖. 

 

He seemed bewildered, so I made him a cup of tea and chatted to him and when he went he 

said he‘d see that our rateable value was only increased by one pound per annum, but that 

gesture he MUST make. So that hurdle was got over. 

 

The next thing to be done is to get some fowls.  We must have these at once, nothing like 

your own eggs from fowls that run free in an orchard.  So we acquired a wooden fowls house 

with perches and a row of nesting boxes which could be opened from the outside to remove 

the eggs.  We found a most useful man in the village who could turn his hand to anything 

and Fred promised to help us to do anything we wanted, evenings or Saturday afternoons.  

He came down the very next evening and we ran wire netting, six feet high down the side 

separating the orchard from the garden and pig netting round the other three sides, where 

there was ditch or stout hedge anyway. The fact that we put it upside down with the small 

rectangles at the top and the large ones at the bottom is neither here nor there. It looked good. 



 

Guy bought eighteen Rhode Island Red pullets, just beginning to lay. Soon we had far more 

eggs that we could use ourselves.  To cope with these and later all our surplus vegetables and 

in the early autumn our apples and pears we made a ―gallows‖.  This consisted of a post sunk 

firmly in the ground with an arm at the top pointing over the grass verge outside.  On the arm 

we screwed two eyes.  Then we made a board and painted it with school blackboard paint, 

into the top of which we screwed two hooks.  Then, when we had surplus eggs, fruit, 

tomatoes and vegetables we chalked our wares on the board each side and hung it on the 

―gallows‖ for all the passers-by to see. Our cottage was attractive and passing folk liked to 

stop for a closer look and to buy country-fresh things.  We made quite a few friends that 

way. 

 

We had a dog, Judy and two cats; a large ginger tom called Leo and a pretty tortoiseshell 

called Cindy. Judy and Cindy were devoted to Guy, never far from him whatever he was 

doing. Leo was my cat. 

 

Summer came round and a long dry spell; the fowls made dust-baths, wherever they could 

find a bare place, but their favourite was down the length of the wire netting fence.  They 

would lie on their sides and scratch and shake the soil into their feathers, making deeper and 

deeper hollows, which in turn left gaps under the wire netting. Mini-brained though they are, 

even a fowl can see what‘s at the end of their beaks, and so when they rose from their dust 

baths it was generally on the garden side of the fence, where they promptly scratched up 

Guy‘s seeds and young plants. 

 

Out then I would rush to open the fence gate and chase them back, Leo watching with 

interest. Quickly he had the idea and would sit for hours waiting for them to come through 

the fence, when he would chase them vigorously up and down the ranks of vegetables.  

Hearing the squawking of the frightened birds I would run and open the gate. Leo generally 

stopped and looked embarrassed when I came on the scene in case he was doing wrong. 

 

This time-wasting game must stop. So one morning I took my airgun, put in a slug and stood 

it inside the back door. Next time the fowls came through I determined to give them a fright. 

I knew that an airgun slug would not, from the distance of our back door do them any harm, 

for it couldn‘t penetrate their thick hard feathers, but it would feel just like a sharp peck from 

a beak.  So, when they next started to come under the fence I took careful aim and fired at 

the middle of one of them.  To my horror she leapt in the air and fell on her back, motionless. 

I ran over. Yes, she was dead, killed instantly by the slug which had gone right through her 

head, in one side and out the other. 

 

Now I‘d done it.  One of our eighteen lovely brown hens; well now there were seventeen.  

How could I tell Guy? I couldn‘t;  I panicked. Hurrying for a spade I dug a hole fast and 

buried her, guiltily smoothing the soil and treading it firm.  It was several weeks before I 

confessed to Guy, and then he only quietly pointed out if I‘d told him at once we could at 

least have eaten her. 

 

After that we put large stones, branches and wooden pegs all down the length of the fence. 

 



Judy was a remarkable dog. I‘ve never known any animal quite so intelligent, but she had an 

inordinate appetite, rubber washers, putty, dough, eggs from the nesting boxes and anything 

dead.  She could track where it was buried and dig it up.  One day, a freezing January day 

Judy stole a half pound block of margarine.  This she downed in a few gulps and it must 

have settled on to something very alien in her inside, for soon Judy rose up and walked 

slowly along being very sick indeed at each step. Six times poor Judy heaved and left six 

yellow pancakes on the path which straightaway froze. 

 

Guy said she MUST be cured of egg-eating, so he pierced and blew an egg, then carefully 

filled it with strong liquid mustard.  Calling Judy he offered it to her with words of warm 

encouragement. Our Judy was not deceived; SHE didn‘t touch eggs, couldn‘t bear the things 

her indignant look said.  So Guy put it down on the garden and we went inside, loudly 

shutting the door, then peeped through the window.  Judy walked past once or twice, 

glancing casually at the closed door to be sure we were really gone, then picked up the 

doctored egg and ate it and licked her chops with obvious enjoyment.  We never managed to 

cure her, but we did put a staple and hook on the nesting box lid, so she could only take 

those eggs that were sometimes laid in the hedges.  Quite often, in very hot weather the 

fowls found the hay-lined nesting boxes too hot and laid instead in the cool hedges around 

the orchard. 

 

But one hen bested Judy. It was one of a batch of Marans we‘d bought; these are charcoal-

coloured fowls barred all over with silver grey markings, most handsome birds who laid 

chocolate-coloured eggs. We always ran a good cockerel with our hens, we liked to see him 

about and the hens were more contented.  We sometimes sold sittings of eggs, for there were 

still a few country folk around us who liked to rear their own chicks with a broody hen, 

instead of buying the day-olds from hatcheries. 

 

Well, one of these Maran hens had found a place to ―steal her nest‖  which Judy hadn‘t 

discovered. One afternoon when I went out with their mid-day corn I noticed one of the hens 

sitting on the ground and wondered if she were ill; but as I threw down the first handful of 

mixed corn up she rose and out from under her swarmed thirteen little dark charcoal balls of 

fluff.  After only ever seeing little yellow chickens these looked as if they‘d been very 

thoroughly rolled in soot.  Such lively, healthy little mites they were too.  And it wasn‘t until 

they grew feathers that the silver grey bars appeared. 

Wasn‘t Mrs Maran proud of her brood! She brought them up most devotedly. 

 

Of course, Judy and the cats knew that while they could catch and kill wild birds and mice 

and rats, domestic birds and animals were not to be molested, so the chicks were quite safe. 



 

Chapter 3 
 

By this time our field had been cleared of the hay and we were now in full possession of it. 

Whey Guy was a little boy his father was a farmer and he had been brought up with animals 

until he had grown up, so Guy quite naturally suggested that we reared calves in our 

paddock.  I was most enthusiastic and knew I would love little calves. 

 

At each end of our cottage was a wing, also stone-built and each had a window.  There was 

no entry to them from the inside but each was entered from an outside door. One wing was 

used as a fuel store with a loft over; the other was an outhouse with a stone-flagged floor.  

We partitioned off one end of the outhouse and built a little low manger, just a nice height 

for little calves to eat from.  We bought in some hay and ―calfwena pencils‖. These were 

about the size of pencils chopped up into inch lengths and contained all the essential feed 

requirements to build sturdy little calves.  We also bought some sacks of milk-substitute 

powder and calf-rearing buckets.  When all was ready Guy took a morning off work and we 

went to Market. 

 

I had never been to Market before, and of course wanted to go straight to the calf section.  

Farmers kept arriving in Landrovers and trucks filled with calves about ten days old.  These 

all had rope collars, generally of plaited or twisted baler twine around their necks. The trucks 

and vans were backed up to a platform and gripping the calves‘ collars with one hand and the 

other arm under their bellies the farmers yanked them up on to the platform and into an 

empty pen.  Here, bewildered and frightened they bawled incessantly. 

 

Guy and I walked from pen to pen, studying them and trying to decide from among dozens. 

At last we settled on two we liked and made a note of the numbers pasted on their little 

rumps.  One was a stolid silent bull calf, completely black all over, even his lips and tongue 

and inside his mouth (as we saw later) ―I shall call him Black Prince‖, I told Guy. 

The other was a deep warm red shade all over, with a very thick coat. ―This one will be 

Rufus‖, said Guy. 

 

Anxiously I watched and waited for the Auctioneer to reach ―our‖ pen. Guy stood behind the 

ring of buyers and nodded his bids.  Very quickly, while I was still holding my breath, it 

seemed, both little calves were ours.  We hurried to pay for them and arrange for one of the 

cattle trucks drawn up close by to deliver them home for us.  I couldn‘t get home fast enough 

to wait for them to arrive. 

 



 
And now here they were, in their warm little quarters, knee deep in yellow straw and bawling 

anxiously at us.  We looked back at them and as anxiously hoped that we could properly 

look after two little creatures utterly dependent on us for their well-being.  We hoped they‘d 

like our milk-powder mixture and not miss Mum‘s milk too much. 

 

Right from the start Prince was a stolid phlegmatic calf, but Rufus was temperamental. 

Calves quickly learn to drink from a bucket once you have the knack of teaching them.  You 

back them into a corner and wedge a knee across their chests so that they are held without 

using your hands; your other leg helps to steady the bucket, while with one hand you gently 

press their heads into the milk mixture and a finger of the other hand goes into their mouths 

to encourage them to suck.  At the same time you must be instantly ready with hands and 

feet to save the bucket from being tossed upwards, for they keep butting it with their heads.  

A bit tricky to start off with when both you AND the calves are new to it.  But they very 

quickly learn, some in only one day, and then you have only to steady the bucket. 

 

Now you will know that cattle are ―ruminants‖.  This means that they have four stomachs, 

the largest of which is called the rumen.  This stomach does not work at first; it doesn‘t come 



into action until the calves are about three months old.  This is the stomach concerned with 

regurgitating the food for them to chew the cud.  Before this stomach comes into action little 

calves sometimes get distended with trapped wind.  Prince never did, but Rufus often did.  I 

would hear heart-rending groans coming from their out-house and would rush out to find 

Rufus lying on the floor, tummy like a huge football, groaning piteously.  Down beside him I 

would flop and knead and pummel and massage him.  Then get him on to his feet and make 

him walk around, he all the while groaning and protesting.  This mostly did the trick, but if it 

did not, then I would mix up a nice strong dose of bi-carbonate of soda in warm water, pour 

it into a small bottle and back him into a corner, open his mouth and pour it slowly down.  

Once it started to subside, his tum went down quicker than it had gone up. 

 

For a change Rufus would have diarrhoea; in calves this is called scouring.  The Farmer who 

good-naturedly kept an eye on us told me to give him a bottle of ordinary tap water as a 

drench.  The lime in our water helps to solidify the trouble. 

―And give him some eggs, shells and all‖, he said. So I opened Rufus‘ mouth and cracked 

the eggs on his teeth, one at a time, of course, and then closed his mouth, holding his head 

while they slipped down his throat.  And did he love them!  When he was a big calf and out 

in the field, you only had to show him an egg for him to come galloping up. 

 

Looking in one day to see how Rufus was going on the Farmer said that two calves would 

never keep down all the grass in our field; we‘d better have three or four more.  He had two 

good shorthorn bull calves that would come on nicely with our two.  We had realised for 

ourselves that we would need about six calves for our orchard and field and were building a 

proper calf-house of concrete blocks with a corrugated asbestos roof.  We had proper 

drainage for it and an open railed corral for them to turn out into.  And so we bought Daniel 

and Red, who at two months old were only a month younger than Rufy and Prince were now. 

 

We‘d only had Red a few days when he blew up with wind.  So distressed was he that we 

sent for the Vet.  He came at once and gave him a drench and left a bottle for us to give him 

another drench at eleven o‘clock at night.  We stayed with Red for an hour and his tummy 

went down a lot, so back in by the fire we went until eleven o‘clock. When we went back out 

with the second drench, Red was on the floor, - dead. 

 

We were horrified.  Poor Red‘s stomach was dreadfully distended; it must have stopped his 

heart.  Whatever should we do? I wanted to ring the Farmer, but Guy said we would cope 

with our own troubles ourselves.  We must bury him.  So, fetching a rope we tied it round his 

hind legs, dragged him out through the corral into the field and along through the gate into 

the orchard.  Then we went to the garage and came back with two spades. 

 

Never shall I forget that night.  It was mid-January and freezing hard.  The moon shone high 

and clear.  The bare twigs and branches of the apple trees were black and sharp against the 

light starry night sky.  We could nearly see to read it was so light.  We chose a spot and tried 

to make a start, but the ground was frozen as hard as iron.  Back we went to the garage and 

found a pick-axe.  Swinging this vigorously Guy managed to chop up the surface of a piece 

of ground big enough for the grave. 

 



Then we started to dig, Guy at one end of the rectangle and me at the other.  Silently we dug; 

foot on the spade, push down, jerk up the sod and throw out.  Guy made more headway than 

I so we changed ends.  At midnight we paused and took off our jackets; half an hour later we 

paused again, took off our sweaters and mopped our brows. It was hard to believe it was 

freezing.  In another half an hour we stopped to look appraisingly from the grave to the calf 

that was going to occupy it.  We had a long way to go yet. 

 

We dug on and on.  Our arms ached, our backs ached, our legs ached.  The calf would easily 

go in now; that that was not enough.  The grave had to be deep enough for a good depth of 

soil to go on top of the calf.  At last Guy was satisfied.  We dragged Red to the edge of his 

grave and pushed him in.  Then we filled in and levelled off. 

 

And it wasn‘t until some days later that we realised that if only we had stuck a hay fork into 

Red‘s stomach to let out the gas, he would have been a lot smaller and consequently not 

needed quite so large a grave! 

 

And it wasn‘t until some weeks afterwards, when we plucked up the courage to tell the 

Farmer, that we learned that we‘d had all our trouble for nothing   When we found that Red 

was dead, all we had to do was wait until the morning and ring the Kennels where the local 

pack of hounds are kept, and they would have been glad to fetch him away for fresh dog 

meat and would have paid us something for him into the bargain. 

 

Ah!   Well!    We learned as we went along. 



 

Chapter 4 
 

There are quite a number of foxes around us. Since myxomatosis killed off most of the rabbit 

population several years ago, a few rabbits are gradually trickling back.  Not enough to make 

a day‘s rabbiting with the gun worthwhile, and certainly not enough to feed all our foxes.  As 

a consequence, the foxes slink along the hedgerows and catch the blackbirds and thrushes 

when they are roosting, and all sorts of small creatures; we only see an occasional blackbird 

and thrush now. 

 

The foxes make more determined raids too, on the hens and ducks. And not only at night 

either.  Mrs. Starr was doing her hair in her bedroom one day, looked out of her window and 

saw a fox jump through the bars of the gate into her poultry yard.  She raced down the stairs 

and outside to find the fox calmly selecting his hen.  She had nearly reached him when he 

seized one and jumped with it through a broken bar in her gate and made off across the field. 

 

Not long after this, at three o‘clock in the morning, Guy shook me awake and said he could 

hear a fox at our henhouse in the orchard.  Indeed, I could hear for myself now that 

pandemonium reigned.  In dressing gown and slippers we ran out, Guy with a loaded gun.  It 

was a pitch black night; we switched on the light high over the hay barn, but saw only a pile 

of feathers and disorganised fowls in the henhouse.  We wedged the pop-hole shut as 

securely as we could and went back to bed. 

 

Our young son, Ray, had heard the uproar, but decided that we could cope with whatever 

was going on and. Turned over and went back to sleep!  However, curiosity got the better of 

him later, and he rose early, as soon as it was daylight.  Going out to investigate he searched 

the orchard and found two dead hens and two nearly dead.  He despatched the nearly dead 

and buried them all in the manure heap.  We wouldn‘t fancy eating hens that had been killed 

and mauled by a fox. 

 

The worst of foxes is that they don‘t just kill to eat, but they go on killing, evidently enjoying 

the slaughter. This makes foxes a real enemy, and we don‘t hesitate to load our guns if we 

think one is around. 

 

One Sunday, our Rector was coming home in his car from a neighbouring village Church 

when he saw a fox come out from under Mrs. Poole‘s gate with a black hen in his mouth.  

The fox ran along the verge beside the Rector, who had slowed down, then ducked under a 

fence into a big field opposite our cottage.  The Rector shouted to Jim Harris to get his gun.  

Jim said his gun was upstairs and he‘d better call us out. 

 

The Rector hurried up our path and told us the fox had just gone into our orchard with the 

hen.  Guy and I both snatched up our guns, which we keep handy and loaded them as we ran 

out. Rector stayed in the gateway where he could see both sides of the road.  I stayed one 

side of the road and Guy and Jim Harris, who had arrived with a stick, went into the orchard. 

 

Guy and Jim beat all the hedges and searched well, but Master Reynard had slipped though 

the hedge and was gone.  They did turn out a rabbit however, which Guy dared not shoot 



because Jim was right in line with it.  The two men were just coming away when Jim caught 

sight of a black feather.  He kicked aside a clump of grass and there was the black hen, dead, 

of course, and with a bite taken out of her stomach.  Shell-less eggs and yolk spilled out on 

the ground.  The cunning fox had refreshed himself with a tasty mouthful then scrabbled the 

long grass over the rest of his victim and had nearly succeeded in hiding it.  

 

Jim said that two rooks were wheeling and diving over the fox as he ran along the grass 

verge with the hen in his mouth.  They must have thought, as the hen was a black one, that 

he had captured one of their brethren, and were trying to make him release it. 

 

However, there was a sequel.  Evidently the fox had a vixen with cubs not far away.  Some 

weeks later, Farmer‘s son, Simon was walking round with his gun and saw a three-parts 

grown cub slip into our orchard.  He ran to a gap, looked through it and shot the cub.  We 

had dashed out on hearing the two shots and were as pleased as Simon that he had bagged 

his fox.  It is his first ever fox and he is going to have it prepared and stuffed by a local 

taxidermist.  The young fox‘s coat was in prime condition and it will look very good.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
Just about this time, one Monday afternoon, I was busily ironing and heard a vehicle stop 

outside the cottage. I looked up and saw it was a cattle truck.  Then I heard voices and a 

moment later I heard Guy calling to me and glanced up at the open window.  Framed in the 

opening and looking at me with big, surprised eyes was a donkey! 



 

I rushed outside and my grinning husband was holding a small fawn-coloured donkey by a 

halter.  I flung my arms around the little dear‘s neck and hugged him. ―Whose is he?‖ I 

asked. ―He is yours‖, replied Guy, ―I‘ve bought him as a birthday present for you.‖ So then, 

of course, I flung my arms around Guy‘s neck and hugged HIM! 

 

It seemed that my husband had met a relative the day before who had bought this little Irish 

two-year old donkey for her grandchildren. She‘s only had him a few weeks and already she 

had neighbour trouble!  When the donkey wasn‘t breaking out and into the neighbours‘ 

lawns and gardens, he was braying.  And they weren‘t at all impressed with his voice; 

thought it was very loud and discordant.  They had complained to the Police and to the 

R.S.P.C.A. and not once, but many times, first one neighbour and then another having a go.  

It was getting our relative down; the donkey must go to a country home. 

 

I didn‘t like his name, so I changed it to Jasper. 

 

By this time we‘d built a wood and corrugated iron shed for the calves to shelter in when we 

didn‘t want them shut in the calf-house.  This was big and roomy, so we partitioned off about 

a third of it with an entrance from the orchard for Jasper‘s use.  We built him a manger with 

a hayrack over and put him down a thick straw bed.  We always left his door open so that he 

could go out and in at will.  Jasper formed a habit of retiring to stand in one particular corner 

of his stable to meditate after a meal.  This corner soon became very wet and this wetness 

would seep along the rest of his bed and make it very wet indeed. Something had to be done. 

 

I threw out this bed and wheeled it over to the dung heap. Then I dug up a good section of 

his earth floor in his meditating area. Quite deep I dug it, then I put really big stones at the 

bottom, then a layer or two of smaller and then small stones and finally a layer of ashes on 

top.  Then I spread him a new clean bed of straw all over his floor.  After that I only had to 

change his bed in his meditating area, the rest of his bed stayed good for ages. 

 

Jasper was intelligent and learned quickly.  He knew the sound of my little Mini, and when I 

turned in at the gate he would be standing in the part of the orchard nearest to the house, 

ready to bray loudly as soon as I stopped the engine. His bray was very penetrating and 

could be heard an unbelievable distance.  People in the furthest outskirts of the village in 

every direction knew we had a donkey.  But that is one of things that is so nice about village 

life; no one ever dreams of complaining about animal noises or animal smells.  And 

everyone, of course, politely looks the other way when the cesspit lorry comes along. 

 

Jasper was playful; he loved a game of dodging in and out of the apple trees with Ray and 

would gallop at a tremendous pace.  In fact, the Farrier came the first time to trim his feet 

when we were out.  He was quite unable to catch him and told us afterwards that he‘d never 

seen a donkey move so fast.  That put an idea into my head and I said to Guy: 

―Do you know, I believe he‘d drive well in a trap. I shall advertise for one‖. 

Privately Guy thought I wasn‘t likely to get hold of a trap and harness small enough for our 

Jasper.  But I advertised and had one reply straight away.  Guy and I drove to see this trap 

and found that the old man who had it used to drive his grandchildren about with a donkey 



harnessed to it.  When the donkey died, he pushed the trap into a shed and hung up the 

harness. 

 

We pulled it all out and examined it.  The trap had been put on a small car axle with rubber-

tyred wheels.  They were in good condition.  The floor of the trap was a bit ripe in parts 

because some old damp hay covered the floor, but the rest of it was sound and only needed a 

new coat of paint.  The harness was in good order, but stiff and hard.  This would soften up 

with plenty of saddle soap worked in.  So we bought the trap and harness and arranged to 

bring over a lorry next day to fetch it home. 

 

Guy put a whole new floor in the trap and I worked on the harness with saddle soap till it 

was soft and pliable and polished all the brass parts with metal polish. At last it was all ready 

to try with Jasper.  I brushed him well and put the back harness on first.  The straps all had to 

be tightened from where they‘d been used before, because Jasper is a very small donkey.  

We put on his collar and the small harness and buckled them firmly.  Lastly we put on his 

bridle, complete with small blinkers.  He stood very quietly while we shortened all his straps 

to fit snugly and buckled them in new holes. 

 

And now to attach the trap to him. Guy held up the shafts while I attempted to back him in.  I 

couldn‘t budge him. He‘d go forward or wiggle his behind to left or right, but not a step 

backwards. 

―You hold the shafts up‖ said Guy ―while I back him in‖ This was no better, though Guy was 

very determined. Jasper was more determined; he would go forward where he could see 

where he was going or sideways, he offered, but never backwards.  Goodness knows where 

he might find himself, he said.  And although we often tried afterwards, we always had to 

bring the trap to Jasper, never Jasper to the trap. 

―Now what are you going to do‖ said Guy when Jasper was harnessed and attached to the 

trap. 

 

I looked at the passing cars and lorries and hesitated.  Jasper was fidgeting and the more he 

found he couldn‘t shake off this thing that was fastened to him, the more he fidgeted. 

 

―I‘ll LEAD him out onto the road and along and into the field, if you‘ll go and open the 

gate‖, I was craven enough to say.  So, grasping Jasper‘s bridle he and I took some uncertain 

steps forward, Jasper alternately wanting to leap ahead and stand still.  We got a length into 

the field.  There Guy held his bridle while I got into the trap through the opening at the back 

of it and sat down holding the reins. ―Stand away‖, I said in the approved manner. 

 

Guy let go and we were off.  With no one to hold him Jasper broke into a gallop.  No matter 

how hard I pulled on the reins to slow him, he was determined to get away from this thing 

behind him!  I managed to turn him before we went through the hedge at the bottom of the 

field, and by the time we got back to my grinning husband I could even pull Jasper to a halt.  

That was the start of many happy hours spent in brushing and harnessing Jasper and driving 

about the field. 

 

At last I plucked up courage to take him on the road.  Bravely resisting my cowardly 

inclination to ask Guy to walk by his head (as if Jasper would consent to walk; it was stand 



still or gallop with him). I set off up the road one afternoon.  Had I been less nervous I would 

have enjoyed the astonished looks of the car occupants as they passed, but I was too intent 

on trying to steady Jasper and to keep him to his proper side of the road.  I didn‘t go far and 

was thankful to see home again.  The next time it was a lot better and very soon I had got 

Jasper to trot like a little pony, and then there was real enjoyment in our outings. The trap 

was pretty and newly-painted, the harness well-cared for and Jasper a well –brushed little 

donkey. 

 

A new Rector had just been installed in the Rectory, so harnessing Jasper to the trap I set off 

one day to call upon him.  There was nearly a riot when I arrived because he had two dogs 

which I didn‘t know about; and they seeing a strange contraption with an animal they had 

never seen before apparently about to attack their home, they advanced in a loudly menacing 

manner to repel the invaders.  Out came the Rector‗s wife running, followed at a more 

decorous pace by the Rector.  One of them seized one vociferously angry dog and the other 

grasped the other while I jumped out and ran to Jasper‘s head.  By the time the dogs were 

shut in the Rectory kitchen and I had calmed Jasper, we were able to make ourselves known 

to one another and have a good laugh. 

 

The Rector liked Jasper and often stopped for a word with him afterwards, and when he went 

on a holiday he brought back for me a copy of that charming little book, ―The Small 

Miracle‖ by Paul Gallico, about a little boy and his donkey. 

 



 

Chapter 5 
 

―Have you ever tried Michaelmas Goose?‖ said Guy, coming into dinner one day in early 

August.  ―I heard this morning that old Mrs Heron at Wisteria Cottage has got tired of 

keeping geese and took her seven to Market.  But they were too young and thin and they 

didn‘t sell. We could buy them cheaply and fatten them ourselves. 

 

No, I had never eaten Michaelmas Goose and was most enthusiastic at the idea of keeping 

geese.  We had ditch on three sides of us, with plenty of water for them, which is what they 

like and there was plenty of grass for them and the calves. 

 

So we bought them and brought them home in sacks in the boot of the car.  With plenty of 

grass, corn and mash they fattened steadily.  By the end of September, Michaelmas time they 

were ready. Guy killed six of them while I stayed indoors.  They are taken, one at a time, tied 

by the legs and hung from a branch of an apple tree.  With a stout billet of wood they are 

struck on the back of the head, which stuns them.  Then their throats are stuck with a sharp 

knife and they are left to bleed until all the blood has run out, and they do not, of course, 

recover consciousness.  As soon as they are drained you start to pluck them. 

 

This is a long job, and we did it together.  We sat in the calf house, with an enormous tin 

bath at our feet.  I had to use a pair of pliers to pull out the long hard wing feathers.  These 

are the quills of which pens used to be made.  Then each wing, breast, back and legs are 

denuded of every feather and right up the neck to the head.  I should have thought we had 

now finished, but there were their waistcoats to remove.  This is a fine soft thick down which 

covers their bodies and legs and wings and is as hard to remove as feathers, for there is so 

much of.  Finally, we poured some methylated spirit into a saucer and ignited it.  Quickly we 

passed the birds to and fro in the flame.  This singes off the fine hair still left on the body. 

 

Now comes the moment that Judy has been waiting for.  As soon as Guy picks up a goose to 

kill it, Judy comes along and licks their feet if she gets a chance, with a proprietorial air, for 

these are her share.  Among all the grist that comes to Judy‘s mill, I think that the feet of 

poultry freshly killed, are her favourites. So when we are ready to cut off the feet, these we 

toss to Judy and it‘s a very horrid sound when she crunches them up. 

 

It is no trouble to find customers for our geese; all are friends of ours who have watched 

them grow in our field.  And, of course we have a goose supper ourselves around the twenty-

ninth of September. Well stuffed with our own-grown herbs and onions, roasted slowly to a 

turn, in a kitchen filled with the rich, enticing smell; and with all the trimmings; winding up 

with sherry trifle and a bottle or two of wine; and eaten in our cottage sitting room before a 

big log fire – it takes some beating, I can tell you. 

 

Our roast goose suppers were a highlight of the year.  We shared them with a couple of our 

friends or Guy‘s brother and his wife, and they were heart-warming occasions indeed.  We 

always saved one goose for a New Year supper; it winds up the Christmas with a flourish. 

 



As I said, Guy killed six of the geese but we kept one back.  He was an outstanding gander, 

of fine large build and with the most beautiful china blue eyes you ever saw.  He was 

intelligent and very friendly; you couldn‘t kill him; at least, we couldn‘t.  So we kept him 

and called him Beau.  So friendly was he that we gave him the freedom of the premises, so 

that he perambulated the orchard and garden as well as the field.  He would plod round to the 

back door, look inside, and if no one was in sight he would walk solemnly in, calling out to 

us as he came.  This was at first very amusing, but it became a little too much when he left 

his visiting cards.  So inside the house was forbidden to him.  When Guy walked up and 

down the vegetable plot behind his cultivator Beau plodded up and down after him.  When I 

took stale bread out to the fowls I would hold a piece in my mouth and bend down; Beau 

would take it gently from me.  If he was getting too much in the way on the garden, Guy or I 

just grasped his neck below his head and led him off, he talking away all the time. 

 

But no one else could do that, as we soon discovered.  We wondered why our paper was put 

between the bars of the gate instead of being put through the letter-box. So I watched for the 

paper-man and asked him. 

―Tis thick gander o‘yourn!‖  he said ―won‘t let I in through the gate.  They can be dangerous 

and ‗ee don‘t like I‖. 

 

That was true, because we‘d watched Beau.  Ganders have very powerful wings that have 

been known to break a man‘s leg.  They attack with their wings, beating at you with them.  

Indeed, it would take a brave man to face a menacing gander in defence of his geese.  In 

Beau‘s case it was us he was defending.  He would advance rapidly upon the enemy, neck 

out and hissing with open beak, wings outstretched for instant action and padding noisily 

with his big feet.  So, regretfully, Beau was relegated to the orchard and field.  Here he 

reigned supreme, keeping hens, cockerel and calves in order. 

About now there came a gang of workmen to widen our road.  They took away a lot of land 

from the field the other side of the road and made a new road some twelve feet further away 

from us and made us a wide grass verge outside our cottage which we used to keep cut.  

Naturally, this road widening took a long time because electricity and telephone poles had to 

be moved and the gas main relayed; a ditch had to be filled up and a new one dug. 

Our calves were interested in the goings on, and Beau frequently made it is business to 

threaten the men if they came too near his field.  The Foreman‘s son had a smallholding with 

calves and pigs and poultry, so Foreman took an interest in our animals and sometimes gave 

us helpful advice.  Even over Judy.  As a rule we were careful over her and had no trouble 

with other dogs.  But one time a small brown dog from the other end of the village had 

discovered her and he haunted us; for a week he made our lives miserable; sat so persistently 

on our doorstep that we had difficulty in getting in and out.  And Judy was just as anxious to 

make his acquaintance.  Something must be done, especially as his visits were turning us 

against our cabbages and other vegetables. 

Foreman said ―You ought to put a shot close behind him, that‘d cure him‖ 



I thought over this, and really the situation was desperate. So, next morning, when the brown 

dog arrived and made his preliminary excursion around the vegetable garden I fetched my 

twenty-bore gun and put in a Number 6 cartridge and quietly opened the back door.  I was 

careful to aim well behind him, but when I pulled the trigger he leapt straight up into the air.  

When his feet touched ground again, he shot across the garden, out through the gate and up 

the road.  So remarkable was the sudden change from his previous leisurely movements that 

I stood in amazement.  Then I went out and looked up the road. 

There was no sign of the dog, but Foreman and his gang were walking back from their hut at 

the end of their ten o‘clock break.  I called out, ―Did you see the brown dog?‖ ―We did‖, said 

the grinning Foreman, ―and we heard the shot.  Never thought you‘d really do it, Ma‘am!‖ 

I never heard the end of that as long as the road gang were working beside us; but the brown 

dog did not come again. 

One of our sporting activities, apart from rabbit and pigeon shooting was ratting.  The 

Farmer having gone yard-and-parlour with his milk herd had covered the concrete floor of 

the old cow shed with deep litter, made a few alterations and put in two partitions.  He then 

started off with three flocks of golden brown laying hens.  Wherever there are animals and 

animal feeding stuffs you always get rats.  These can be kept down with rat-bait of various 

sorts, but in the case of hens, who are always scratching over and picking and eating you 

don‘t want to have too much of that sort of thing about.  So, periodically we three went up to 

the farm armed with spade, fork and stick; Guy used the spade, I used the fork and Ray used 

the stick. 

Good ratter though Judy was, she could not be used in the fowls-house, because her excited 

barking frightened the hens and put them off their lay.  So, placing buckets handily about the 

place to hold the spoil, we would start to dig.  In no time, out would go a rat; and as soon as 

killed into one of the buckets it was flipped.  It was a most exciting experience.  The rats sort 

of slid out unobtrusively from the litter as you dug, then raced like mad, darting and 

zigzagging which made it quite hard to work up a good score.  Guy knocked them out with 

his spade and Ray despatched with a stick the ones that got away from us.  One time I 

speared a large old mother rat with my fork and at the same time held down one youngster 

with one foot, another with the other foot and yelled for Guy to come and despatch them as I 

couldn‘t move.  It was always the rule that whatever vermin we were after, whether with gun 

or other means, the wounded are always despatched immediately.  For those with very 

delicate feelings, I would add that vermin hunted by us died a quicker and less painful death 

than those who died by poison bait laid down. 

After the hunt there was always the hour spent in the farm kitchen while we refought our 

battles and slaked our dusty throats with cool cider. 

When Ray went to his first rat hunt he was only a small school boy.  I didn‘t see what he did 

with the one rat he killed, but found afterwards he had put it in his school satchel and had 



first enlivened the school bus with it and then the classroom.  The shrill squeals of the girls 

soon brought authority to investigate and his trophy finished up in the school boiler! 



 

Chapter 6 

Animals are quick to take advantage of somewhere they can make a breakthrough and 

explore pastures new.  One early spring evening I was ironing in the kitchen with the 

window behind me wide open.  A bellow, magnified terrifically by the small kitchen and low 

ceiling made me jump and shriek.  Framed in the open window was the head of a heifer, her 

eyes wide with astonishment. 

Sitting quietly reading in the next room Guy had heard what he thought were two men 

running along the concrete path around our cottage.  At the same time hearing my scream he 

rushed into the kitchen prepared to do battle with burglars.  

―Someone‘s heifer‘s out! I said and we both made for the road. Trotting smarting up to it, her 

four hoofs sounding not unlike two pairs of human feet, and making the most of her freedom 

was a young heifer.  I raced ahead and managed to turn her near the gate of the field 

opposite. Guy opened it and we put her in.  Back we went and rang the Farmer. 

―I‘ll come at once‖ he said, ―there may be more out and I must stop the gap‖. 

When he arrived, he said there should be seven heifers and a bull in the field. So, with 

torches, for by now it was quite dark, the three of us searched the field but there was only the 

heifer we had turned in there now; six heifers and the bull were missing. 

Guy went down the road, I went up the road and the farmer cut across the field to where he 

thought they might  be making for and all of us searching for them with torches.  Not very 

far off I found the bull, a massive Hereford, his white face glimmering in the starlight, 

standing quietly beside a field gate. Not quite sure if I could manage him by myself, and 

knowing he mustn‘t be turned into another farmer‘s field in case there were cows in it, I was 

just wondering what I had better do, when I heard the sound of hoofs trotting back towards 

me.  The Farmer had found all six of the wanderers in a lane leading to some more fields.  

The bull snorted, with relief I thought, at seeing his harem back again; and they all, not 

having found any grass outside their field half as good as that in it, seemed quite willing to 

be taken back under escort. 

Guy hadn‘t gone far before he felt uneasy at the thought of me by myself coming face to face 

with a bull and had turned and hurried back.  He was relieved and astonished at the 

procession coming down the road by torchlight; me in front, the bull following with six 

heifers streaming after him and Farmer bringing up the rear.  They were soon safely stowed 

back in their own field and the gap they had escaped by temporarily stopped until daylight. 

That‘s one of the nice things about living in a cottage in the country. You never can even 

guess at what is going to happen next. 



Guy said it would do our field good to rest it for a while; let the grass grow and make hay. 

Farmer was willing to rent us some grass keep for the calves and brought his tractor and first 

harrowed then rolled our field for us, in between doing his own fields. 

Jasper, Beau and the fowls were confined to the orchard to allow the field grass to grow in 

peace. Guy thought it was time we did something about getting more geese, it being 

springtime. We heard of a farm not far off that had some ten-day old goslings, so away we 

went with a large box that had a stout lid and a number of holes made in the lid and sides.  

We bought six goslings and put them in the box in the car boot and brought them home. 

Beau was in the orchard.  We put the box, with the goslings inside, on the lawn. ―Open the 

orchard gate‖ said Guy ―and let‘s see what Beau does‖. 

Little goslings never stop talking, except when they are asleep and then they murmur 

drowsily.  They start to talk while they are still in the shell, as soon, in fact, as they start to 

―pip‖ the shell.  These little ones were all chattering away in their box.  We peeped at Beau, 

who was moving forward slowly as he bit off the blades of grass.  Suddenly he stopped, 

listened and moved his head first to one side and then the other.  Then he strode purposely 

forward, with his awkward gait, big feet pad-padding, out of the orchard, past the greenhouse 

and on to the lawn.  Straight up to the box of goslings he went, while we watched anxiously.  

He walked all round it, ducking his head and trying to see in through the holes. 

―Oh Guy, he‘ll kill them‖ I whispered. ―Not he,‖ said my husband and went to fetch a stout 

galvanised iron chicken coop and wire netting run. Putting these down beside the box on the 

lawn he lifted the goslings out one at a time and put them in the run.  They started eating the 

grass straight away, talking harder than ever, and Beau watched fascinated. He moved 

around them occasionally, but never took his eyes off them. ―I‘m going to let them out with 

him‖ said Guy ―and see what happens‖. He pulled the coop back and out padded the little 

goslings. The palms of my hands were damp and I held my breath. Beau walked beside them 

and chattered softly back to them every now and then; too happy, it seemed, at having these 

little ones of his own species with him, even to eat himself. Soon, however, he began to 

snatch a mouthful or two of grass and when the goslings were full and tired and just flopped 

down on the grass, he settled down beside them and guarded them patiently until they woke 

and went on eating. 

It was quite obvious now that our dignified and autocratic Beau could also be gentle and 

kind with ―his‖ little ones. And so Beau brought them up.  He never left them nor ranged 

away by himself; he watched over them and guarded them, and they returned his goodness 

with a slavish adoration.  They padded after him everywhere and huddled in a heap close 

beside him when they were tired.  Only at night were they separated; Beau in his own house 

and the goslings shut into their metal coop, with a metal front fastened in place. They had to 

be protected not only from marauding foxes, but from rats, who would boldly attack little 

goslings. 



It was astonishing how devoted a foster-parent was our Beau. The only thing he could not do 

was to hive them. That is to gather them under his wings as a goose would have done. 

Incidentally, all the time that they lived on the lawn, until they were big enough to be 

promoted to the orchard and Beau‘s own big house, they not only kept down the grass, but 

every single dandelion disappeared, flowers, leaves and roots. 

Meantime we paid frequent visits to the calves to see how they were getting on, and as soon 

as Farmer had made our hay, and we had brought down a lorry to haul it into our hay-barn 

Fred came with us to help us drive our calves back.  The new-cut grass in the field grew so 

quickly that Guy bought an electric fencer.  This we fixed up across a strip of the field 

nearest to the calf-house and drinking tank.  We switched in on and let the calves out.  They 

soon found it as they careered about and first one and then another went right up to it.  The 

moment they touched and received the current of electricity they bounded back, kicking out 

as they went in angry protest at this thing that had kicked at them! 

It didn‘t take them many minutes to respect it and keep away.  All the time the fencer is 

switched on it ticks loudly in its battery case and can be heard all over the field. The calves 

right from the start associated the tick with a wire that kicked them it they touched it. 

Consequently they gave it a wide berth. 

After a couple of weeks, and when we had moved the electric fence on down the field a bit 

we got up one morning to see the calves all over the field, Going out to investigate we found 

the fencer switched off and no longer ticking.  We drove the calves back and switched it on 

again.  For several days running the same thing happened, fencer switched of and calves all 

over the field. So we kept watch to see who could be switching off our fencer. 

It was Guy‘s watch when we found the culprit. Our clever Rufus went up to the business end 

of the fence and started licking the post and battery box until his tongue found the switch. 

One more lick  and he‘d switched off; the tick stopped at once and even the other calves 

knew that meant that the fence-that-kicked had become a harmless piece of wire that they 

could push down and step over. So we had to use OUR brains and rig up an arrangement that 

kept our clever Rufy away from the switch. 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 7 

At the other end of our village lived an old man who used to ride every day, as regularly as 

clockwork, past our cottage and back again later. His vehicle consisted of a two-wheeler 

bicycle with a third wheel out to one side and joined to the main frame on which he rode by a 

triangle of iron upon which was fixed a large box.  This he would fill with various things he 

collected from one place and another which he would then take back home. Sometimes his 

load was piled so high and tied so precariously that he had to walk and push his three-

wheeled vehicle. 

After a time he found a way to convey even bigger loads. Underneath the saddle of his 

tricycle he attached a long iron rod, the other end of which was fastened to a smart miniature 

trailer, with small rubber-tyred wheels with flat mudguards over them.  This little trailer he 

often filled as well.  To see him struggling to pedal this elaborate and highly unusual 

contraption along our road was a real traffic stopper. In more senses then one, too, because 

he liked to keep in the middle of the road, and cars and lorries had to weave around him. 



Strangers stopped to talk to him and several people, including Americans ―doing‖ Britain 

stopped to photograph him.  Quite a character he was! 

 

One day I was out driving Jasper when the old man was coming along the road. He stopped 

me, got off his contraption and crossed over the road. He was delighted to see a donkey 

being driven along, he used to have one himself, and a cart for it, he told me.  ―He‘s a jack, 

ain‘t he‖ he said, bending down to look underneath Jasper.  ―Ah, I can see ‗e be. I ‗ad a jack 

once, but I ‗ad to ‗ave ‗e  DONE. And you‘ll ‗ave to ‗ave yourn DONE. With all these 

children riding their ponies along the roads, you‘m going to ‗ave TROUBLE‖ 

So when I got home I told Guy I‘d met the old man who had said we must have Jasper 

DONE. ―I was thinking the same thing myself‖ said Guy ―might quieten him a bit‖. 

So that very day he rang the Vet, who made an appointment to come and geld Jasper.  Two 

Vets turned up to do the job and I remained indoors while Guy took them out.  It was a long 

time before they trooped back for a cup of tea and I was getting very anxious. I most 

particularly wanted to know how they gave a general anaesthetic to a donkey. 

Well, they put a sort of bridle on him with a large bag at the bottom of it, well covering his 

nose and mouth. Into this they put a pad soaked in anaesthetic, so that Jasper could only 

breathe in the fumes.  Then they told Guy to walk Jasper round and round in a big circle until 

the stuff took effect.  After a few circlings Jasper stumbled, but shook his head and gamely 

walked on. Several times he stumbled but made a determined recovery, then he just slowly 

crumpled to the ground. 

When they‘d finished, the two Vets came in for a cup of tea and a smoke, while Guy stayed 

with Jasper.  We all went out after a while, but Jasper was still unconscious on the ground. 

He had lifted his head up several times, but he felt a very weary little donkey and just lay 

back again.  The Vets stayed to see him on his feet again, then I took him back to his stable 

and fastened him in to keep him warm. He ate a carrot and most of his dinner, so he must e 

feeling a little better. 

So here now is our Jasper, a little donkey with pride of ancestry, but no hope of posterity. 

By this time Rufus and Prince and the two shorthorn calves had grown into fat steers and had 

gone to Market.  We cleaned and disinfected the calf-house and got ready for some more 

calves.  We now had bucket holders in the low wall above the long manger and tie-rails for 

tying up six calves. We never kept our calves tied up, only for feeds. It was essential to tie 

them at feed times so that the gutsy ones did not gulp down theirs and push away the timid 

slow drinkers and have half of theirs as well. 

By now we had evolved a drill which was a great time saver, very necessary in the mornings. 

We would get up at six o‘clock, bring in the clean buckets, mix up six lots of calf gruel, and, 



taking three buckets each rush over to the calf house. Open the door, switch on the light, put 

down the buckets in the forestall while we hurried round and in at the other door, hooked the 

light chains to the collars around the calves necks. Backs to the forestall, pick up the buckets, 

one at a time and drop them into the bucket holders.  By the time we were back with their 

calfwena pencils they‘d downed that lot and were bawling for the next. While they were still 

eating their pencils we put over a little soft hay into the long manger for them to pick at. 

Back into the Cottage for breakfast, then Guy off to work and I back to unchain the calves 

and let them out into the corral if they wished and into the field when they were bigger. Their 

water tank was half in the corral and half in the field. 

The next lot of calves we bought were six little black and white Friesians, with the white 

shield shapes on their faces. A few days after we‘d bought them, the Farmer came along to 

see how they were doing (the awkward bit of teaching to drink from a bucket when they‘ve 

only just left their mums). He had left his van out in the road and I could hear calves bawling 

in it. I went to look and saw five sturdy Friesian calves and one very small rather thin one.  

While I looked at him the little fellow, sighed, folded his little legs under him and lay down 

resignedly on the floor of the van. I was very taken with this sensible little calf. I went back 

to Farmer and asked what he was going to do with the calves in his van. 

―Five of them are sold to be reared for beef‖ he said ―but the little ‗un is going for death; he‘s 

too small, no one wants him‖.  

I looked at Guy. 

―No‖ said Guy ―you are not going to have him. We haven‘t room anyway; we can only tie up 

six and we already have six‖ 

After Farmer had gone, I tried again. Guy said ―We‘ll sleep on it.‖ Which was, as I well 

knew, another way of saying no.  Next morning, as soon as Guy had gone, I hurried up to the 

farm. ―Has that little calf gone to the slaughter-house yet?‖ I asked Farmer.  He was going to 

take him as soon as he‘d finished the job he was doing. ―How much do you want for him?‖ I 

asked. Farmer named a very small sum and I opened my purse and paid him.  ―I‘ll drop him 

in on my way along presently, and I hope I‘m doing right‖ was the reply. 

When Guy came home to dinner and was sitting down to his meal I said ―You‘ll never guess 

what I did this morning.‖ Guy looked at me: ―Yes I can, you‘ve bought that blasted calf. 

Where are you going to put him?‖ 

All that, I told him was worked out and done.  I had fastened a ring to the doorpost where the 

calf could stand to drink and eat, made him a collar by shortening a leather strap, found an 

extra small bucket, and manoeuvred an old white porcelain sink into the calf house below his 

ring for his pencils and hay. But I did have to hold his bucket for him while he drank his 

gruel. I had even named him Roly, after Farmer‘s man, Roland. 

What could Guy say, when he found it was all arranged? 



 

Chapter 8 

We followed our usual practice with these seven calves. When spring came round Farmer 

rented us some keep in one of his fields for the calves.  We drove them there and visited 

them most days to be sure they were alright, and the Farmer harrowed and rolled our field 

ready for hay. It was a good growing spring and early summer, and this year we, like 

everyone else, had a bumper crop of grass, long and thick. It should be a record number of 

bales of hay for our barn. 

On the twentieth of June Farmer came and cut our grass. And what a crop it was. Thick and 

heavy it lay all over the field; it was going to take some drying.  But a wind sprang up and 

the sun was hot and it began to dry.  Two days later it was turned with a swathe-turner, and 

very green and damp it was underneath because it was so thick.  Hotter and hotter the sun 

blazed down and dried it fast.  It became sultry.  Next day a thunderstorm broke and heavy 

rain came down on our field. Two days later Farmer, Guy and I turned the heavy crop with 

hay rakes by hand.  The day was sunny with a good wind blowing and it went on drying out. 

After an early tea Farmer brought his tedding machine and up and down, up and downs the 

field he kept going, tossing the fast drying hay over and over in the sun and rising wind.  We 

could fairly see it turning into sweet, good hay. But Farmer didn‘t like the look of the 

weather; thought there was more thunder about. This day was Saturday, Farmer was as 

worried as we were. 

―Tell you what‖ he said, ―we‘ll cock it up like they used to do in the old days. ―‘Twill save it 

from being spoiled, if it rains, as it will be if we leave it lying on the ground‖ So hay forks 

were mustered, from one and another and Farmer, Guy, Ray and I and a few other 

neighbours worked hard during the hot still evening and made the whole field into big hay-

cocks.  Every time we paused to mop our brows we could see people in passing cars and 

buses with heads turned unbelievingly to see a sight they thought they would never see 

again, and which a good many younger ones never had seen.  Old-fashioned hay-cocks in a 

field! 

We didn‘t care, we wanted to save our one field of hay. At last we had finished cocking it up 

and hay forks over our shoulders we staggered through the little gate on to the lawn and 

flopped down on seat, deck chairs and grass. Guy brought out glasses and mugs and bottles 

of local-brewed cider and perry.  We could relax and laugh and chat now; someone 

suggested a sweepstake on the number of bales of bay we‘d have. Between us there was 

fifteen shillings in the kitty. 

Next day was Sunday. It hadn‘t rained all night and the same crew rallied round in the 

morning and we threw out, all over the field in the hot sun, the haycocks we‘d built the day 

before. In the afternoon, still in hot sunshine, Farmer brought his machine which tossed the 

hay into long rollers all down the field. Early after tea he brought the baler and started baling 



it. As soon as the first bales fell off on to the ground we brought up the lorry. The same folk 

turned up to help us; and while the bell rang out for Evening Service in our little Church, 

willing hands loaded the bales onto the lorry and up the field and into our little hay barn. 

Slowly, in sweltering heat, the bales in the barn built up higher and higher and slowly the 

field was cleared. A record crop of hay, the biggest we‘d ever had, got in safe and dry, and I 

had won the sweepstake! 

Remembering that all the Village was striving, with Jumble Sales and concerts and Coffee 

Mornings to save for the Organ Fund, I took my fifteen shillings sweepstake, with a few 

penitent verses and pushed them through the Rectory letterbox. 

As soon as the grass began to grow again, we brought our six calves and Roly back from one 

of the farmer‘s fields, and before we know it September was on us and the Harvest Festival 

time. 

My friend, Nell, always comes down for an afternoon‘s chat and laugh every week. We were 

talking this week about our Harvest Service in our little Church and I remarked that even 

such an old Festival as Harvest Service was changing in these days; it was becoming more a 

Flower Arrangers‘ show than a display of everybody‘s best apples and tomatoes, potatoes 

and onions and bunches of carrots and turnips. 

But Nell said it was not so in her old Village Church. There in a village smaller even than 

ours is, the Harvest Festival Service was still as it always used to be, when we and our 

parents before us were children. In fact, she told me a heart-warming tale of two old people 

in her Village. 

Old Mrs Brown had quarrelled with one of her life-long friends, Tom Elder, five years ago at 

Harvest time, over the decorating of the Church and they‘d never spoken to each other since. 

But this year, old Mrs Brown had gathered and piled in her back porch all the best vegetables 

from her garden, scrubbed and clean, some apples, a very large vegetable marrow and a 

bunch of Michaelmas daisies which were standing up to their necks in water in an old pail to 

keep them fresh ready to take to the Church next day, Saturday. 

―I know what I‘ll do,‖ she said to herself. ―I‘ll get up early tomorrow and take my stuff over 

to Church and get my window done before the others come.  I don‘t want old Tom Elder to 

see I bain‘t so spry as I used to be‖. 

Next morning she rose early and soon after breakfast she carried all the vegetables, flowers 

and fruit and the precious vegetable marrow over to the Church.  She put it all down on the 

pew under the window and clambered up on to the seat. Carefully she lifted the marrow and 

eased in towards the window ledge to put it in pride of place in the middle. Somehow or 

other she couldn‘t quite manage it and down fell the marrow and rolled under the pew. ―Drat 

it,‖ said Mrs Brown, vexed because she knew her rheumatism wouldn‘t let her get down 



under the pew.  She was considering what to do next when she heard footsteps behind her 

and a voice said. 

―Thee bist in a bit of a predicament bain‘t ‗ee?‖  Mrs Brown looked round and yes, it was old 

Tom Elder, who had also thought he‘d come early before anyone else was there. 

―Not at all‖ said Mrs Brown hastily, ―I am going to do a different arrangement this time‖. 

―Oh no you‘re not‖ replied old Tom ―I saw thee drop thy marrer, and what‘s more, I‘ll pick it 

up for thee‖.  The old man knelt down and reached under the pew. Slowly he managed to 

grasp the marrow and drag it back.  ―Now,‖ he said, ―get back up on the pew and I‘ll hand it 

up to thee‖.  He handed it up and steadied it while old Mrs Brown got a fresh grip and eased 

it into place. The old man stayed beside her and handed everything up to her until it was all 

in position, a bunch of Michaelmas daisies at each end, the proud marrow in the middle and 

carefully arranged piles of apples, tomatoes, turnips, potatoes, onions and parsnips between 

them.  

The two old people surveyed it and then looked at each other. ―I reckon ‗tis time we shook 

hands and made friends‖ said old Tom Elder. ―Ah,‖ sighed Mrs Brown, ―five years is a long 

time and I don‘t suppose I‘ll see all that many more Harvest Festivals.‖The two old people 

shook hands under the newly decorated window and walked out of the Church together. Old 

Tom reckoned he‘d come back this afternoon now and do his bit of polishing. 

I listened entranced while Nell told me this story about two old people we all of us 

knew.

 



Chapter 9 

Beau had now brought up three families of goslings by himself. While they were very small 

they lived on the lawn and were penned in the iron hencoop at night.  The lawn grass was 

finer and softer for their little beaks; and as long as we kept geese there was never a single 

dandelion on the lawn; they disposed of them roots and all and missed not an inch of ground. 

Every Michaelmas and Christmas there was killing and plucking of geese.  It was a 

wearisome task, but there were two of us to do it. We plucked them in Jasper‘s stable now, 

suspending them by a strong cord from the beam, which left both hands free to pluck. 

One afternoon I was plucking by myself and had the feeling that someone was watching me. 

Looking through the open door I could see there was no one in the orchard. So strong was 

the feeling, however that I got up and walked over to the Cottage and all around it but not a 

soul was about. 

Back I went and on with the plucking, but still I was conscious of being watched.  Then, 

resting for a moment and looking towards the partition between Jasper‘s stable and the open 

calf shed I saw a large round knot-hole in the wood and a china blue eye gazing through at 

me. I got up and went over; Beau was standing on a pile of dung and looking accusingly 

through at me ruthlessly stripping the feathers from one of his family. 

For a moment I felt shocked, then guiltily I took an old sack and fastened it over the knot-

hole.  Still feeling uncomfortable however, I moved the goose and the big bath of feathers 

over to the calf house to finish the job. 

Telling Guy about it over tea, we decided we‘d save one goose and let her be with Beau for 

company, and in the spring we would let her sit and hatch out their own goslings.  This we 

did, and that year, when all the rest were disposed of there was left now Beau AND his wife, 

whom we called Goose, to parade the orchard and field, order the calves off if they came too 

close and see that the hens know their place and kept it. 

Goose laid her eggs right enough when the time came and sat on them as tightly as you could 

wish. Each day she turned her eggs and washed herself in the ditch, going back with wet 

fathers so that her eggs were properly damped as they should be, to prevent the shells getting 

too hard. If they weren‘t damped every day, the shell would get so iron hard that the little 

goslings couldn‘t break them and would die inside. 

We weren‘t sure that Goose would be a good mother, after all she was only very young. So 

to be on the safe side we borrowed a broody hen from Farmer and sat her on four of Goose‘s 

eggs. She died on the nest after sitting only a week, so throwing her on the dung-heap we 

warmed some hay and covered the eggs while we went off for a broody hen from Mrs 

Maddox. This hen deserted the nest after only a few days, so she was returned and we 

borrowed another, a speckled hen. She sat well, the full time and meanwhile we put four 

more eggs under one of our own brown hens which had gone broody.  These two lots of eggs 



under the broody hens had to be wetted every day by us.  We would carry a bowl of warm 

water, wet the eggs thoroughly, turn them over carefully and wet them the other side. Hens 

cannot turn goose eggs, they are too large and heavy for them, but they will readily sit on 

them. In fact, if they are feeling broody they will sit on anything; I have known one of our 

hens find two bits of broken china, put them together and sit on them. 

So we had Goose and two broody hens all sitting on goose eggs. The first exciting news 

came from under Mrs Maddox‘ speckled hen, one of the eggs had ―pipped‖, that is to say the 

little gosling inside had tapped and tapped and tapped with his beak until he had broken a 

small hole.  At once the little fellow started ―talking‖ I could hear him plainly.  Then the silly 

hen panicked because it wasn‘t a noise like a chicken and got up and walked away, stood 

over in a corner and couldn‘t be induced to go back upon the nest. 

I ran for Guy, and we got a box, put in some hay with flannel on top, all nicely warmed and 

put the eggs in carefully. We hurried indoors and put the eggs in their box on top of the 

stove, which being thick and well insulated was nicely warm but not too hot. After the little 

gosling had worked away at pecking his way out for some time, we helped him by breaking 

off little bits ourselves, and at last he flopped out.  We removed the broken bits of shell and 

left him to dry.  Another hatched out the same way and a third, but the fourth was dead in the 

shell.  The three little live goslings we put, in their box down at the side of the stove.  They 

do not eat anything for the first few hours, but later we gave them chopped hard boiled eggs 

and baby gosling mash.  One wouldn‘t eat at all and just died; that left two sturdy goslings 

which we called David and Jonathan. 

All four of the goslings under our own brown hen hatched out with our assistance and the 

brown hen mothered them beautifully.  It was an astonishing sight to see the proud hen with 

four large babies who were very soon too big to get under her, trying to teach them to scratch 

for food like she did. 

Goose herself proved to be no mother at all. She was always very nervous and excitable, not 

at all like our phlegmatic Beau, and as soon as the first of the eggs she was sitting on pipped 

and the goslings inside began to ―talk‖, the silly creature panicked. She thought they were 

enemies bent on attacking her and with short sharp strikes with her beak she killed the 

goslings in their shells.  Six of them she had killed before we knew what was going on.  

Then we lifted her off the nest and put her outside while we examined the remaining eggs.  

This we did by first listening and then gently shaking them.  If there was a liquid swishing 

sound we know those eggs were infertile and had become addled.  All the rest were like that, 

so I fetched a bucket, put the eggs in carefully not to break them, because an addled goose 

egg is something to avoid breaking at all costs!  Then I carried them over and slung them on 

the dung heap. 

We penned Goose in the orchard and fed her up a bit, because sitting had made her woefully 

thin, with very pale legs and feet.  The six goslings we gave to Beau.  He was only too 

pleased to look after them, and as soon as they were big enough not to fear any more of 



Goose‘s tantrums, we put them all together in the field by day and the big goose-house by 

night.  That was the first and last time we let Goose try to rear a family. 

Meantime, Roly and the other six Friesians were getting big enough to send for the Grader. 

The Grader, in our case a retired farmer who had taken on this job with the Ministry of 

Agriculture & Fisheries would come and inspect our calves.  After thoroughly examining 

each one individually he would decide if it was making good progress and fit to made into a 

good beef steer; if it was, he would take his punch and with one quick movement punch a 

hole, about a quarter of an inch in diameter, in the calf‘s ear.  Thus it was indisputably 

marked as qualified to receive the Government Calf Subsidy. 

All of our six Friesians passed the Grader‘s knowledgeable eye and duly had a hole punched 

in their ears to testify to this. But when it came to Roly‘s turn to be examined, the Grader 

shook his head.  Seeing my disappointment, because I had given special care and treatment 

to Roly, he said; ―Feed him well, he‘s doing all right and is nearly fit, I‘ll come again in 

three months.‖  I redoubled my efforts and fed Roly well and gave him a lot of attention. 

Roly reciprocated and would always come at my call, to receive his extra bits of this and 

that. But he improved a lot and although always smaller than the others because his legs 

were short, possibly he had some Aberdeen Angus blood in him, he filled out and was quite 

a likely-looking little beef steer. Consequently when the grader came next time, he 

unhesitatingly passed him and punched the hole in his ear.  This did not mean our calves 

were ready for Market yet, but it was an important milestone in their development. If they 

did not pass the Grader it meant that you had to pump a lot of miller‘s expensive products 

into them in order to fatten them, but without any monetary help from the Government. 

Another thing we had done to our calves was disbudding. Except for a few breeds which are 

born hornless, most cattle grow horns. These horns, although they improve their appearance, 

and in the case of wild cattle are their principal means of defence, are not so good in 

domestic cattle. The horns can be a nuisance and sometimes dangerous to the people who 

have to handle them; and indeed can also be the cause of much gashing of flanks and other 

nasty wounds to each other. So the practice today is generally to have them disbudded when 

they are calves. 

The little calves have no horns on their heads when they are born, but when they are a few 

weeks old you can feel and see the little horn buds beginning to grow.  At this stage you send 

for the Vet. He comes and clips the hair from around the buds, injects a ―freezer‖ so that they 

feel no pain and fits a small instrument (which has been plugged in to the electricity plug 

point) over the bud and switches on.  There is a smell of singeing and in a moment of two, 

with a flick of his disbudder, the little piece of horn is flipped away. The skin heals over 

quickly and no horn grows.  We always had our calves done after the first two. Rufy had 

beautiful straight horns sticking out on each side of his head.  I used to get on his back 

sometimes, but always slid off the other side fast when he swung his head round to swat a 

fly! 



 

 

 

Chapter 10 

Three lots of steers and one lot of heifers we‘d reared from baby calves to Market for beef. 

Then one day Guy came home and said that farmer some three miles away was selling off all 

his milk cows and going for beef cattle. How about it if we went to the Sale and bought a 

house cow? It would be a change from rearing calves, or if there was too much milk for us 

we could rear say two calves with her milk. 

Think of all the milk and cream we‘d have.  And a change from mixing buckets of calf gruel. 

And company for Roly, too.  When we sold the six Friesian steers we kept Roly back; as he 

was younger and smaller than they were he was not fit for Market yet. 



So, the day before the sale we went along and inspected all the cows. We settled on one we 

both thought looked right. She was a heifer, in calf for the first time, and due to calve in two 

month‘s time.  She would get used to us and be nice and friendly, we thought before the 

calving down and milking began. She was a shorthorn breed with a pair of fine curved horns, 

and her coat was a warm shade of red. We were not quite sure about the horns, but none of 

this farmer‘s cattle had been disbudded; they all had their horns. 

Our farmer had said to us ―Why not have a nice little Jersey cow, they give rich milk and are 

smaller to handle‖. 

How I wished, afterwards, that we had listened to him, but we were calf-minded and argued 

that Jersey calves are too small to rear for beef. So off went the three of us next day to the 

Sale. I had never been to a Farm Sale before and was very impressed to see how well it was 

organised. 

A lavish use had been made of bales of hay.  A rostrum for the Auctioneer and his assistant 

had been built, with a platform behind for them to stand on, and a circular wall to form a ring 

for the cattle to be paraded in, one at a time as they were offered for sale.  All these things 

were built of bales of hay. A gap had been left in one place for each cow to be led in, and out 

again when she was sold. One of the farm yards was used as a collecting yard, where all the 

animals had been mustered and numbers pasted on their rumps; a man went round with the 

numbers in one hand and a brush and pot of paste in the other. Into a second yard each 

animal was turned after she had been sold. Then, as soon as you had gone into the farm 

kitchen, which had been turned temporarily into an office, and written out your cheque you 

could take away whatever you had bought. Cattle trucks were drawn up in the road outside 

ready to deliver the stock for you, although some of the bigger farmers had their own cattle 

trucks. 

I leaned on the hay-bale ―wall‖ around the Sale ring and listened and watched, fascinated by 

the faces and expressions of the intent farmers and dealers. Then, with a whack of the 

attendant‘s stick ―our‖ cow was driven in. She seemed frightened, her eyes rolled and I 

thought she had half a mind to charge the wall, but the wily attendant kept her on the move. 

She looked good, the bidding was brisk and Guy had bought her! 

After he had written out the cheque Guy said ―I‘ve been thinking, that as she only had two 

months to go before she has what will be a her first calf, it might not be good for her to be 

driven up into a cattle truck with a lot of other cows.  They would be packed in tightly, all of 

them probably frightened and bellowing, and then jolted perhaps quite a long distance along 

the roads and up farm lanes, delivering one here and another there before she got to our 

place. What do you think about driving her quietly home ourselves. ―What about the car‖, I 

asked. 

It was finally decided that Guy and Ray would drive our cow steadily along the road and that 

I would drive ahead with the car and wait at every crossroads, ready to turn her into the right 



road. Strangely enough, considering it was us, this turned out to be quite a smooth operation, 

and at last she was in our field and the gate safely shut. 

We leaned on the gate and watched her; she inspected the field, looked to see if there were 

any gaps she could get out through and had a good look at Roly. Roly wanted to be friendly, 

but she blew at him and tossed her head warningly, Roly took the hint and went on eating. 

Pretty soon she did the same and it looked as if she would be alright. We decided to call her 

Belle. 

Jasper was in the orchard for the time being, to let Belle get used to her new quarters and 

Roly.  But after a few days we put Jasper in the field.  Jasper had seen cows before, over the 

hedges, but quite obviously Belle had never seen a donkey.  And she was not impressed. She 

came towards him with lowered horns and shaking her head warningly. 

Jasper said HE wasn‘t scared and presented his rump to her kicking up his heels. Neither 

seemed to think very much of the other but they DID respect each other‘s weapons and 

decided in the end that each would behave as if the other wasn‘t there. So there was a state of 

armed neutrality between them, with Roly being agreeable to both. 

As Belle hadn‘t calved yet we still continued to buy our milk from the milkman. We didn‘t 

know her exact calving date, but it was about the end of September, Michaelmas time, in 

fact. On the 29
th
 of September we planned to have one of our goose suppers…  We sent a 

rhyming note to our favourite in-laws who had a farm on Mendip 

Dear George and Liz 

Don‘t know how tiz 

We never seem to get 

The time to go a-visiting 

Be it fine or wet 

But Monday night we killed a goose 

And plucked and drew ‗un too, 

This is now an invitation 

We warmly sent to you 

To come on over Zaturday night 

And sample goose, just us and you. 

In the ‗fridge she lies in state 

Truly a lovely sight 

But Zaturday she‘ll grace your plate 

We hope...........  a toothsome bite! 

So George and Liz just gird yourselves 

And get into your car 

And come on over to join wi‘ we, 

Tidn‘t so very far. 

‗Bout six o‘clock we‘ll look for you; 

Let‘s hope we‘ve done some milking too! 

Though so far Belle‘s not done her stuff 



But keeps us guessing, sure ‗nough. 

 

George and Liz enjoyed our goose suppers and the hilarious night we always made of it as 

much as we did. As they came in at the door this Saturday evening, they declared they could 

snuff the savoury smell of roasting goose as soon as they rounded the corner two hundred 

yards up the road! 

 

Farmer had looked in that morning to give an eye to Belle and said he thought she was not 

far off calving. So before and after supper I went out to look at her. We had penned her in the 

calf-house with a nice deep bed of straw, where she could go in and out of the corral if she 

wanted. Many times during the evening one another of us went out to see if there was any 

news. 

 

Just before midnight there was one of those quiet moments when no one was speaking or 

doing anything. Then we all heard a soft gentle moo-oo, moo-oo from the corral. ―She‘s 

calved‖ said George ―they always made that special sound as soon as the calf is born‖. 

 

I was first through the door and creeping quietly out to see our very own calf just newly born 

to our own cow. The little fellow was lying on the ground, looking so small and wet and 

helpless and Belle was gently licking him. We didn‘t go in, we just watched them. Presently 

Belle nudged her little calf, quite gently but firmly she nudged at him until she had got him 

to stand up on his feet. He promptly fell over, but after a few minutes and some more licking 

with her rough tongue, which not only dried him but helped his circulation, he stood up 

again and this time he did not fall down. 

 

―Let‘s leave them to it for a while‖ said Guy and we went back inside and threw some more 

logs on the fire, for it was quite chilly. We drew our chairs closer to the blaze and Guy 

opened a fresh bottle of Bristol Milk to drink the new mother and baby‘s health. 

After George and Liz had gone home and before we went to bed Guy and I went out again to 

see how they were. The calf was dry now, and had a thick red and white coat, tightly curled 

all around his head and shoulders and along his back and sides. You never saw a prettier calf, 

at least, that‘s what we thought. 

―His name must be Adam‖ said Guy ―Belle‘s first little boy‖. 

Adam had all his mother‘s milk for two weeks, then Guy began to milk Belle mornings only, 

the front two teats one morning and the back ones the next.  And I told the milkman we 

shouldn‘t want any more milk, because now we had our own house cow. 



 

Chapter 11 

We kept Adam for six weeks and he was now a well rounded sturdy calf. Guy said it was 

more than time he was sold; we‘d done him extraordinarily well in letting him suckle his 

mother for so long. Just then a dealer whom we knew fairly well saw Adam and at once 

offered us a very good price for him.  Guy said it was no use in prolonging the agony, we‘d 

best close with such a good chance. So Adam was taken off there and then. I dreaded the 

piteous calling for her lost calf that we were sure to have from Belle for two or three days. 

But Belle made little fuss and we soon settled down to the new routine. 

It was up extra early in the mornings for Guy who did the milking. I fetched her in and tied 

her up while Guy collected the milking pail and stool and washed her udder with warm 

water. As long as she had her nuts in the manger Belle stood still enough, but long before 

Guy had finished milking her she had downed her nuts and started to fidget.  She would take 

a short step forward and another back, her chain rattling on the iron stanchion. Each time 

Guy had to grab the bucket with hands as well as knees, balancing on a one-legged stool.  

Several times she knocked the bucket from his hand, usually when he‘d nearly finished 

milking; then there was a stream of milk running down the channel to the drain.  I tried 

holding her chain but she wouldn‘t have THAT. She just would not stand like any normal 

self-respecting cow, and milking times were a hazardous business. 

I suppose that with every farmer having milking machines and hand milking now a thing of 

the past, a generation of cows was being bred that wouldn‘t tolerate being milked by hand. 

However that was, Belle hated milking time and always played us up. Guy had tried to teach 

me to milk, but while some people picked it up easily, I could not get the hang of the thing at 

all. I could not even learn to balance myself on a one-legged stool and grip a milking pail 

with my knees at the same time. I was dreadfully disappointed and ashamed, especially as it 

meant that Guy just had to do the morning and evening milking without any relief from me. 

The milk was poured through a special strainer from the pail into which it was milked into 

another pail. This we carried into our very large pantry, once a scullery I should think.  It 

faced north and had a window to the east from which we had removed the glass and replaced 

it with a very fine-mesh gauze. This kept the pantry always airy and cool. A wide-white-tiled 

shelf ran round two sides of it.  On this cool shelf we had two shallow wide real old cream 

pans.  Into one of these we poured as much as we could of Belle‘s milk and then left it to 

stand for twelve hours, until all the rich cream part of the milk had risen to the top. 

After twelve hours we carried this pan very steadily and carefully on to the electric cooker 

and switched on to a low heat.  Meantime at the next milking we poured another quantity of 

Belle‘s milk into the other pan and left it to stand. The rest of the milk we drank in tea, in 

coffee, by the tumbler-full and made every kind of custard, junket and milk pudding we 

could hear tell of.  We wallowed in milk and so did Judy and the cats. 



We kept an eye on the pan of milk on the cooker and watched it turn a yellowy colour and 

wrinkle. When we could just see the smaller round shape of the bottom of the pan in outline 

on the wrinkled cream we knew it was done. We switched off the heat and carefully removed 

the pan from the cooker and left it another twelve hours to cool and thicken.  Then we 

skimmed it with a cream skimmer.  This was a long-handled flat ladle, very wide and full of 

holes. You slid it gently under the edge of the thick wrinkly cream and lifted if breaking a 

piece of cream away. Holding it a moment over the pan for the skim-milk to drain through 

the holes, you then slid it off the skimmer into a big pastry bowl.   

The process was repeated until all the cream was removed from the big pan, and left behind 

was quite a rich skim milk with little pieces of yellowy cream floating in it. This was 

delicious to drink, it had a faint scalded taste, which gave it a special flavour and made 

lovely milk puddings. Much of this quite rich skim milk we gave away to our friends, who 

were very glad of the chance to have it. Cream isn‘t made this way today. Like everything 

else a slicker machine way has been found to do the job, and the so-called skim milk left 

behind has no goodness or flavour in it at all.  At least, nor compared with ours. 

Before very long we were more than embarrassed by the quantities of milk we had, not once, 

but twice a day. Farmer said, ―You‘d best have another calf. There‘ll be plenty of milk for 

yourselves and once a week cream as well, which is more than you‘ll need.‖ So he brought 

along Freddie, a little Friesian calf just a week old. We were worried about Belle‘s reactions. 

She was almost indifferent about the loss of her own calf, but what would she think about a 

stranger?  We purposely left her morning milking till it was hours overdue, and she was 

consequently feeling very full and uncomfortable in the udder; and Farmer hadn‘t let Freddie 

have much milk that morning from his mother. 

We brought Belle in and tied her up. Put some cow nuts in her manger and then brought in 

Freddie.  While she was nose down in the manger we put Freddie to her teats and he drank 

thirstily. By now he was prepared to accept a foster-mother who could satisfy his appetite 

since he couldn‘t find his own mum; Belle was glad to be relieved of the milk from her 

burstingly full udder.  When Freddie was satisfied we tied him up further along the stalls 

while Guy finished milking Belle; then we turned her out into the field, and unfastened 

Freddie and left him bedded down on a thick straw bed in the calf-house. 

We repeated the process at night and this went on until we ventured to let Freddie go out into 

the field for a few hours in the warmest part of the day, when he could help himself to an 

extra drink.  Of course, we watched very carefully at first, but found that Belle was 

completely indifferent. So long as food was plentiful and her wants were attended to she 

ignored her foster-child.  Freddie took the line that since he couldn‘t find his mum he at least 

wasn‘t going to starve, and while he was in the field there was Jasper to stare at and Roly to 

sniff at enquiringly and Beau and Goose to wonder about and be interested in. 

Belle never took kindly to hand milking; she fidgeted, kept tossing her head and rattling her 

chain and occasionally kicking.  She almost always upset the bucket and gave Guy a whack 



on the leg as well. She would lift her leg forward first, then swing it round sideways in a 

semicircle, and since she was powerful and her hoof was as hard as iron, Guy had some 

nasty blows. This did not improve his varicose veins and when the Doctor had eventually to 

see Guy‘s leg he said there was to be no more milking or he would have a badly poisoned 

leg. 

As usual, Farmer came to our rescue.  He bought Belle without hesitation, for she was a 

good milker, and would not be any trouble to milk with his milking machines. What‘s more, 

many of his own cows had horns and they would soon put Belle in her place if she tried any 

of her games with his hard-boiled lot. He couldn‘t take her for several days as he was 

reorganising his whole milk herd with several of them going dry and some just calved. But 

when he saw Guy‘s leg he would and did come along and do the morning and evening 

milking until he was ready to take Belle. We were very grateful for this solution, but we 

missed our lovely cream very much indeed; never tasted any like it since. I rang up the 

milkman and asked him to start calling again. 

The Doctor had sent Guy to a specialist who arranged to operate on his leg on the Monday 

after Whit Monday. Roly, who was now a rather short-legged but well filled-out beef steer 

had already been booked to go to Market the same day. We arranged for Guy‘s friend who 

was staying with us, to finish his holiday at a guesthouse in the neighbouring small seaside 

town. So, on that Monday morning, Guy and his friend, Ray and I piled into the car. I drove 

first to the guest house and dropped off our friend, then on to the Hospital and saw Guy 

settled in; then back home fast to see to Roly being loaded into the cattle truck and to give all 

sorts of instructions to the driver about taking care of my Roly and to see him into a good 

pen where he‘d get the best chance. 

Then Ray, whom I‘d kept home from School to help see me through that day, and I went off 

ourselves to Market. Roly  had been the last one into the cattle truck, so that when we got 

there he had already arrived and was in a pen with a number pasted on his rump.  I tried to 

look at him objectively and compare him with the others that were there and I thought that he 

compared very favourable. Certainly no one seeing him now would believe he had been a 

little reject calf, going to his death when I bought him. 

Someone else was interested in Roly too. A man in a dingy trilby hat and an overlong 

raincoat, secured against the breeze by a length of baler twine around his waist to replace his 

buttons, all of which were missing, edged up close to me. Nodding at Roly, and speaking out 

of the corner of his mouth he said; ―Sell the steer, lady?‖  Unfamiliar as I was with Market 

ways I was quite sure that this was not orthodox; and anyway I didn‘t like his stubbly chin 

and shifty looks. ―Certainly not‖ I said. ―I‘ll give you a good price for him, lady‖. ―You 

won‘t, he is already entered for sale by Auction‖, I said and moved away to stand near 

someone I recognised, to give me confidence. 

There seemed to be a lot of buyers around eagerly bidding and at last Roly‘s turn came. Into 

the ring he was ushered and made to go round and round while the Auctioneer started to sell 



him. Bidding was brisk and before I could see which of the keen faces were wanting my 

Roly, it was all over. He was no longer my Roly and was being hustled back to his pen to 

await his new owner. I made my way through the crowd of men to where Roly was standing 

looking bewildered and called to him. He heard my voice and came to the rails at once and 

poked his nose through. I gave him a quick kiss and a pat and hurried back to the car, 

clutching Ray and horrified to find that there were tears in my eyes. 

I didn‘t want to see any more of the Market, so we got in the car. Neither did I want to go 

home to the Cottage with everyone gone just then, so I said we‘d go over to see George and 

Liz and tell them all about it. On our way we passed a Transport Cafe.  Ray said ―What 

about our dinner?‖ Well, the boy must be fed of course, and I found I was feeling very 

hungry, so we pulled in amongst the lorries and went inside. The cafe was spotlessly clean 

and bright; there was a hum of lively conversation and some delicious smells. We sat at a 

table in the window but quickly realised we had to go to the counter and get what we wanted 

and carry it back ourselves.  We were given an enormous plateful of steaming hot sausages, 

chips and peas. By the time Ray and I had downed that lot and a big cup of coffee we were 

replete, and off we went to see George and Liz. They were sympathetic and eager to hear 

about it all. Before we left we had tea with them, and guess what? Cream in our tea from 

George‘s Jersey cows! 

When I cashed my cheque (blood money I felt it to be) I eased my conscience by buying 

presents for Guy, Ray, Nell, George and Liz. 

Guy wasn‘t in Hospital very long, and soon after he was back home we heard of two red 

Devon calves for sale. Not young weaners this time, but three months old. We went to look 

at them because on our holidays in Devon we‘d always thought what particularly fine beefy 

animals the red Devons or Rubies, as they are called, always looked. 

These two had had a good start and were well over all the weaning troubles. They were a 

steer and a heifer; we bought them and called them Rex and Ruby. These Farmer brought 

home for us in his cattle truck and turned them into our field. We were very proud of these 

two animals they had begun well and we did them well. A lot of people took notice of them 

in our field; you don‘t often see red Devons as far up in Somerset as we are. Their deep ruby 

red colour looks particularly good against the pale green of new young grass. 



 

 

Chapter 12 

Summer came round again and with it an exciting event for us. 

Quite twenty years ago, Guy suddenly thought about how much he was paying in taxation, 

direct and indirect and wondered how he could save on some of it. Thoughts of setting up a 

whiskey distillery he soon dismissed. The difficulties in hiding such an illicit undertaking 

were too formidable. But he could grow his own tobacco. 

He had always had quite a large garden, so space for growing was no problem.  Then he saw 

an article in a newspaper about tobacco growing which also gave the name and address of an 

Association of home grown tobacco growers. He wrote away for their booklet, joined the 

Association and ordered some plants. He was in tobacco growing. Of course there are laws 

concerning the private growing of tobacco; you may only grow a certain weight of dried leaf. 

Any you grow in excess of that amount must be burned. You may not sell any; neither can 

you give it away. 

Over the years since he first started, Guy learned by trial and error, how many plants to buy 

each year and of what sorts. He finally settled upon Brazilian.  Now he saves his own seed, 

which is extremely fine, almost like pepper and very abundant, and a friend who has heated 

greenhouses raises his plants from this seed. 

When we bought Rose Cottage, one end of our garden was against the road verge, and great 

was the interest taken in the tobacco crop. When planted out, the plants look just like young 

cos lettuces, but as they have to be set two feet six inches apart each way, this was a puzzler 

to start with for a lot of passers-by.  They quickly grow into plants ranging from four to six 

feet in height; planted in the third week in May, they are harvested from mid-August on. So 

that lets you see how fast they grow. 

The harvesting is spread over some weeks, as the leaves ripen. Those at the bottom of the 

plant ripen first and are the biggest, some have been up to three feet in length, but most are 

about thirty inches long. These we slit down the vein and thread on wires which are stretched 

across the garage from side to side, and as close as we can conveniently put them.  They dry, 

change colour and shrink to about eight or twelve inches in length and are then taken down, 

weighed and packed in cartons to make way for the next picking. 

Guy has a curing cabinet, a press (which was a very old office letterpress) and a shredding 

machine which is turned by hand. This completes the equipment. Some of the processes are 

spread over the whole year; because once the leaf is dried it will keep indefinitely in a dry 

place.  Growing your own tobacco is not such a chore then, because you do a bit as required. 

The actual planting and harvesting are the only parts which must be done to time. 



Now and then, over the years someone or other from local newspapers visits us, chats with 

Guy about tobacco growing and samples a pipeful.  After their resultant articles appear in the 

press, we get a spate of people writing to us enquiring how they, too, may grown their own 

tobacco. 

One August morning, when we had just begun to harvest our crop the ‗phone rang. It was the 

B.B.C. asking if they might send a recording van to do a feature on home-grown tobacco. 

―When?‖ I enquired.  ―This afternoon‖ the voice replied.  I said I would ring my husband 

and he should ring them back. Guy was as astonished as I was, but it was fixed for them to 

come at half past two that afternoon. Promptly on the half-hour two vans pulled in on to our 

courtyard and began unloading their cameras and equipment.  We had kept Ray home from 

School for this momentous occasion, he claiming that it was of educational value. 

They took shots of everything, the growing crop, and Guy walking amongst it, examining the 

leaves and discussing them. He had a small microphone hung around his neck and concealed 

under his tie.  They took shots of the leaves drying on wire lines in the garage, of the leaf 

being packed into the curing cabinet and of Guy putting chunks of the thick dark brown 

cured and treated leaf, cut from the press, through the shredding machine. 

With breaks for chats and cups of tea this took until five o‘clock. Before they left, they 

promised to let us know when it was to be shown so that we could see ourselves on 

television. It only needed one or two passers-by to see the prominently marked B.B.C 

Recording Vans on our courtyard for the news to spread like wildfire through the village. 

Ray told the other Church choir children and all his school friends; we hired a television set 

as we haven‘t one ourselves. So that when ―our‖ programme showing day arrived, most of 

our friends and relatives had eyes at the ready on their sets to see what sort of a programme 

we made. 

Well, you‘ve guessed it.  It was all over in a very few minutes and more than half of it had 

been cut out. What vexed me most was that the part with Ray in it was all omitted; he had 

then to run the gauntlet of all his friends at School and Church who thought he had been 

hoaxing them. 

Since then we‘ve been ―done‖ again by another B.B.C. programme but this time we were old 

hands and knew better than to expect very much, and Guy didn‘t even see it. 

We lived, with our business and our home and garden and animals an extraordinary full and 

busy life.  Each season, as it came along had its own special work and problems, besides 

which totally unexpected events often cropped us. Like the very large load of timber that hit 

the telegraph pole outside our garage and had pole, wires, timber and timber wagon all 

jumbled together and completely blocking the road. That took a bit of sorting, but drivers of 

other vehicles waiting to use the road all got out and came along and helped, so that it was 



not many minutes before the road was being used in single line at least, until the rest could 

be sorted and cleared by us and the driver. 

Then there was the night when we‘d crawled into bed dog-tired only to be awakened by the 

ringing of the ‗phone an hour later. Part of our business premises which we had let off as a 

workshop was on fire we were told and ―Well alight, too!‖ added the helpful voice. But they 

had rung the Fire Brigade and it had already arrived the voice added.  By the time we got 

into the scene there was a large crowd gathered, two fire tenders almost entirely filled the 

short narrow road, while a third was in the main street tackling it from the back. Firemen, 

police and helpful boys were everywhere it seemed and people were looking out of bedroom 

windows on a scene nearly as light as day. Below the burning building was a row of garages 

we‘d built for letting. Cars were being hastily driven or pushed out of these and parked along 

the road wherever a place could be found. All sorts of helpful advice was shouted from those 

behind to those in front. 

But the fire was out at last, the crowd melted away, the police went and two of the fire 

tenders. One was left with several of the firemen who stayed to damp down any smouldering 

parts that might break out again, until they were quite sure it was safe. 

There were times, too, when the Rector went on holiday, as he did for short spells, several 

times a year and he left a key of the Rectory with me.  We were next door neighbours, with 

two fields between us. I then went in to look around every day, pick up the mail and 

periodicals and carry them through to the kitchen table and check up on the windows. Light 

the boiler fire, too on the day they returned to be welcoming and warm for them and take in 

their milk. 

I had done this many times for them and nothing had ever happened; each day I turned the 

key and opened the door and all was always as I had left it the day before, except there was a 

fresh lot of mail behind the door. So that it was a real shock, one day, to open the door, pick 

up the mail, walk through to the kitchen and see every drawer of the dresser on the floor, 

cupboards open and the contents spilled out; a poker from the boiler on the table and a deed 

box open with a broken lock beside it. For a second of two I could not think what had 

happened, then, I hurried along to the study and opened the door. The Rector‘s desk was 

forced open and all disarranged, cupboards each side of the fireplace were gaping open and 

the contents on the floor and a number of Missionary boxes lay in a heap. Fortunately the 

telephone was intact so I dialled ―999‖. 

To the calm voice that enquired which of the services I wanted, Police Fire or Ambulance, I 

excitedly said ―Police, and send them quickly the burglars may still be around‖. I did have 

sense enough to give the address, then hurried outside, because at the thought that some Bill 

Sykes, cudgel at the ready, might really be still lurking around in one of the rooms, I decided 

that discretion was the better part of valour. A young constable on a motor-bike soon turned 

up and together we went over the whole house. No one was still about, and although drawers 

and cupboards were open and evidently rifled, I didn‘t know what had been in then, so I 



could only give the Rector‘s address and ‗phone number to the constable and ring the Rector 

myself when I got back home. 

The Police very quickly solved this case, but neither the Rector  nor I had to go to Court, 

because the two men concerned were tried on a much bigger job they had done in a 

neighbouring town, and involving a very large sum of money. What they had taken from the 

Rectory was comparatively trifling. 

 

Chapter 13 

THE BLOW FALLS 

It happened on a Sunday; a lovely, peaceful, quiet country Sunday. Across the fields we 

could hear our little single Church Bell saying first, ―Get ready – get ready – get ready‖  

Then at five minutes to eleven it changed to a more hurried message, ―Come – come – 

come—―. Or so I liked to fancy. Jasper was in the orchard, cropping a leisurely breakfast, 

Rex and Ruby were in the field with Beau and Goose and every now and then, one or other 

of the busy hens set up a triumphant cackling to announce another egg laid. Leo and Cindy 

were sunning themselves on the stone seat under the wall, and Judy, of course, was with 

Guy. 

Suddenly, in the still sunny morning I could hear someone hammering outside our garage. I 

went out through the gate and saw an estate car pulled up nearby and a man kneeling with 

one knee on the grass verge hammering a piece of wood into the ground. ‖And WHAT‖, 

I enquired ―are you doing‖?‖ 

The man looked up and casually (CASUALLY, mark you) spoke the fateful words. 

―This peg, Madam, marks the centre of the M.5 Motorway‖ ―What do you mean‖, I said. ―I 

mean‖, he said ―That the M.5 Motorway is going to come through here and I am putting in 

preliminary marker pegs.‖ ―But what about our Cottage?‖  

He looked up, ―Oh that, that will have to come down, the Motorway will go straight through 

here‖ 

If I live to be a hundred I shall never forget that moment. This was our dream house, our 

Cottage in the country; here we‘d looked after our animals; here we‘d had happy times with 

our friends; here we‘d made our mistakes and learned by them and had had all sorts of 

adventures; here we‘d been incredibly happy. 

It was not enough, it seemed, that it had been bought and paid for, it could all be taken away 

from us and we helpless to prevent it. Guy came out, as staggered as I was, and we talked to 

the man, to learn as much as we could. The Ministry of Transport was the Authority to 

contact and they would tell us what to do to gain compensation. 



But what COULD compensate us for the loss of our little cottage: While Guy and the man 

were talking I was looking around and seeing it all with new eyes; realising not only that we 

would have to leave our little home, but that the home itself was to vanish for ever from the 

little corner of our village where it had stood for a hundred and fifty years. 

How dear it all was! 

A bird on the wing made me look up. There on the electricity cable from the house to the 

garage had just perched our two swallows. Every spring since the garage was built they had 

come back and refurbished their nest, laid their eggs and brought up their youngsters. The 

nest was immediately over the doors, in the apex of the roof and against the wall inside the 

garage. Every spring, without fail, suddenly one morning there would be a twittering sound 

repeated over and over. Whichever of us heard it first would shout to the other and out we 

would rush to greet our swallows come back again to us. And I am sure that they were nearly 

as pleased to see us. 

As soon as the youngsters were ready to learn to fly, in the early morning the parents would 

take them out of the nest and teach them to fly from rafter to rafter and wire to wire inside 

the garage. As soon as they were proficient at this, they were taken outside to the electricity 

cable and graduated from there to the roof. 

The cats thought that their chance came when the youngsters were at stage one inside the 

garage. Leo and Cindy would climb from one thing to another, workbench to paint-shelves, 

paint-shelves to tool-racks in their efforts to reach the young ones, but never could they get 

to the rafters.  They always thought they might one day, though, for Leo and Cindy never 

ceased trying. So angry did the parents get that the cats only had to appear outside the back 

door for the swallows to dive bomb them. 

This was most exciting to watch. The swallows took off from the cable, one after the other 

very rapidly and dived so low that they just brushed the cat‘s back. They accompanied this 

with most shrill menacing twittering till, very soon, bellies to the ground the cat fled back 

indoors.  But they watched from the windows and as soon as the parent birds had gone 

foraging for their family, they were out again and over to the garage, climbing from point to 

point, trying in vain to reach the nest. 

While I was listening to Guy and the man (who were studying plans now) and pondering 

these things, Leo got up from the stone seat, yawned and stretched and stalked off on some 

business of his own. I suddenly remembered the day when he had caught a weasel napping. 

He had brought it to the courtyard outside the back door and dropped it.  Judy had come 

round the corner at that moment and saw it. She was about to pounce when it stood erect on 

its hind legs and started dancing round and round, uttering fierce little cries. Leo and Judy 

were evidently nonplussed and both circled it, the little creature continually dancing round 

and round, always facing them. 



Suddenly Judy and Leo came silently to some battle strategy agreement and both at once 

rushed at the weasel. He fled in at the back door and continued his dance on the scullery 

floor. I chased him outside again and this time Judy pounced and with one bite had killed 

him instantly. Both animals then left it severely alone and I knew why. 

It seems that when a weasel is frightened or attacked, its defence is to give off the most 

dreadful smell you ever smelled. And my scullery was full of it. And what‘s more, I could 

not get rid of it until I had washed everything in it, and the walls and floor with a strong 

disinfectant solution! 

All sorts of little things I was now remembering, but the man had folded up his plans and put 

them back in his car, said goodbye and gone. Guy and I went over and sat on the stone seat 

and wondered what we were going to do. First we must check up with the Ministry of 

Transport that we were indeed going to be victims of the M.5 Motorway, and what next we 

must do. 

Second we must find another cottage. The first was comparatively easy. We were told that 

we must appoint an Agent and a Solicitor to act for us, whose fees would be paid by the 

Ministry.  In due course our Agent would agree with the Ministry Agent upon a fair current 

price for our cottage and land and buildings.  This would be the sum of money we should 

actually receive; all our expenses would be paid by the Ministry.  As it turned out, their price 

was very fair and we were well satisfied from a financial point of view. 

The second was not so easy, and at times we despaired of ever finding another country 

cottage. In fact, it took us exactly three years to find another cottage within a few miles 

radius.  And not even in all that time had the Ministry made any visible start on our section 

of the Motorway. Plans were made, contracts were put out to tender.  There were Village 

Meetings, Farmers Union meetings and all sorts of smaller get-togethers whereby farmers 

tried to sort out how they would manage when their farm-lands were cut in half by the giant 

new road. Bore-holes were drilled by the engineers of the road to discover the nature of the 

sub-soil they had to build upon, and new local roads were designed to carry the present 

traffic up over the Motorway to serve all our villages and small towns,.  All these plans were 

exhibited in Council Houses and Village Halls and everyone had the opportunity to raise 

legitimate objections to them.  And in fact, in several cases the direction of the Motorway 

was swung this way or that to overcome a serious local objection. 

Not least were the waterways to be taken into consideration. Where we live is mostly a level 

plain between the hills at the back of us and the Mendips in the front of us. This plain is 

thickly threaded with waterways.  The ditches around our fields were cut hundreds of years 

ago to drain the fields and these ditches all flow towards bigger main ditches, called rhines 

(pronounced ―reens‖). These in turn, flow towards and into small rivers which in some cases 

join up and all flow into the sea through sluice-gates. The sluice-gates keep high tidewater 

back, which would otherwise raise the level of the water in the rhines and ditches and flood 

the land. 



So you can see that although it took three years for us to find another cottage, it was not 

surprising that in that time the Ministry had not made a visible start on our section.  In fact, it 

was five years from that fateful Sunday morning before the temporary fences went up past 

our Village, and the earth-moving machines and giant lorries moved in.  Until we had found 

and bought another cottage, our lives with or animals and all the day-to-day happenings that 

came our way went on just the same. 

One day, a couple of months after the man had hammered the peg into our verge, Ray called 

us to come and look at Judy. She was lying on her back outside the garage, paws in air, sun-

warming her tummy as she loved to do. Guy and I went over and saw that one of her teats 

was very swollen and inflamed.  We rang the Vet to enquire what time was his next Surgery 

and took her in. 

Carefully and thoroughly the Vet made his examination. Then he told us the verdict. Judy 

had a malignant mammary tumour; in other words cancer. He could operate, but it would 

only be a temporary relief and Judy would suffer much. Gently he told us that in view of her 

age, for she was now an old dog, much the kindest course was to let him put her to sleep. He 

gave us time to decide and we went outside.  There was only one possible answer, and Guy 

went back in alone to give it. 

We waited for her body and the Vet handed her to us, wrapped in a clean piece of canvas. 

We took her back home and walked around the orchard to decide where she should lie.  We 

found a sunny spot close to the hedge for her grave and there we gently laid her and said a 

small prayer for the dog that had been a loving, faithful friend. Guy found a smooth piece of 

mahogany and I carved her name, ―Judy‖. We fixed it to a stake driven in against the hedge 

and put back the turf tidily. 



 

Chapter 14 

While we hunted for another Cottage, things went on the same, and yet not quite the same. 

Our last batch of calves were four Hereford cross heifers, called Gert, Daisy, Rose and Sally. 

When they went to Market we didn‘t buy in another lot of weaning calves, for we did not 

know how soon we would find another Cottage and be leaving.  So we sold Farmer the grass 

in our field and the use of our buildings, keeping the orchard and Jasper‘s stable and the 

goose house and fowls house. 

Then at last we found another Cottage that was going to be sold and not more than a mile 

from our Rose Cottage. In one way things could not have turned out better, because this 

cottage needed a lot of modernising inside and the garden, a very large one, had to be 

reorganised and turned into something quite different to suit us. So that we were kept very 

busy indeed between the two places, and with no time to fret. 

As things got done to made the new Cottage ready for us, the time came when we had to 

make a decision about our animals. We sold the fowls and cleaned out the fowls house in 

case it was wanted again. By this time we knew that the Ministry of Transport intended to let 

Rose Cottage when we left it, to a tenant on a temporary basis until they were ready to bring 

the new Road that far and demolish it. 

Then there was Jasper. Our new Cottage only had a very small orchard and no field or stable; 

we couldn‘t keep any big animals. We got in touch with the local seaside donkey-man by 

telephone. We were out when he came to see Jasper, but he rang us up the same evening; 

said he could not examine him for Jasper  would not let him come near him, but had galloped 

up and down the field each time he had tried to catch him. In fact, only once in all his life, he 

said, had he ever seen such a fast little donkey and that was a little jenny of his own which he 

used for racing.  He would, however, buy our Jasper to race with his own little jenny. He had 

other racing donkeys, used in Donkey Derbys, but those two would be outstanding, he 

added. He said he‘d seen all he wanted to of him and would send the next afternoon a small 

horse-box and two men, anticipating, I suppose that Jasper would be hard to catch. 

When they came I told them to keep back out of sight, because our temperamental little 

donkey didn‘t like strangers. I took his halter and a carrot and went out and called him. As 

usual he came at the trot and I put on his halter and gave him the carrot. I had meant to lead 

him up into the horse-box myself, but when I led him around the house to the two waiting 

men, I could only give him a quick, loving hug and a kiss on his soft little nose and hurry 

indoors. In a few minutes he was gone and I never saw him again. That winter, when I 

plucked up courage to go down to the seaside town and enquire for him, I learned that a bad 

type of cough had attacked nearly all the donkeys, it spread from one to another and a third 

of them, including my Jasper, had died. 



We were left with Beau and Goose and the cats. We could not take Beau and Goose with us 

to the new Cottage, the new orchard was not big enough to feed two geese all the year round 

and there was no water for them. Guy said he just could not kill them and I agreed. They 

were not like the others; they had stayed on with us and been our friends for so many years. 

We kept remembering things Beau had done. We both laughed as Guy recalled the time 

when Red, the Devon steer had upset our gander. Beau, in his rage, sprang at Rex who 

towered over him, and seized the steer by his forelock. Rex tried his best to get away from 

him; he moved backwards down the field shaking his head from side to side, but Beau hung 

on, flapping at Rex with his wings. At last he shook Beau off and turned to gallop on down 

the field, but Beau grabbed a fold of his flank and hung on with his strong beak. Rex was 

slowed down with Beau‘s weight dragging on him, but it was not until they were three-

quarters of the way down the field that Rex finally shook off Beau. 

Then it was fun to see the triumphant way our Beau waddled back up the field, head as tall as 

he could stretch it, and shouting at the top of his voice to Goose to come and admire him. 

―Only see‖ he shouted to her, ―how I dealt with that Rex. I saw him off; I let him see who 

was boss!‖  And faithful Goose hovered around him, shrieking her pride in his cleverness, 

while Beau continued to honk triumphantly for another five minutes. 

Neither could we let Fred kill them for us; he would do his best, we were sure, but Beau and 

Goose could not be treated that way. I never saw such pride and dignity as Beau always 

showed. Whatever went on he never panicked as did all the other animals at one time or 

another, and his pride was never humbled. 

When friends came to see our animals and Beau understood that they were friends and not 

enemies to be seen off the premises, he and Goose would stand quietly beside us, apparently 

listening and putting in an occasional word themselves. Sometimes an aeroplane would cross 

over high up in the sky while we were talking, and then the two birds would tilt their heads 

sideways as they watched its path across the sky. Then they would give their attention back 

to us as if, though momentarily distracted, they were following the thread of our 

conversation.  

―I know‖ said Guy ―we‘ll ask the Vet to do it‖. When Guy rang him and explained how we 

felt, the Vet said that of all the creatures he‘d been asked to put to sleep, never had he done 

geese. But he understood our feelings and he would come after afternoon surgery. I put a 

clean fresh bed of yellow straw down in the goose house and called to Beau and Goose, 

holding out a small hand-bowl of corn. They came at once and I put them into their house 

with the corn and closed the door. When the Vet arrived he and Guy went straight out and I 

put the kettle on and got out the cups and saucers. 

Guy said afterwards that he opened the goose-house door, picked up Beau and held him 

while the Vet injected into his breast with a hypodermic syringe. Putting Beau back, Guy 

picked up Goose and the Vet did the same in her. Guy then put her back with Beau and 



gently closed the door, leaving the two standing side by side and ―talking‖ quietly to each 

other. 

After a couple of cups of tea and a chat we all three went back out. Our two old friends were 

lying side by side on their straw bed, just as if they were only calmly asleep.  They had not 

struggled; their feathers were smooth and unruffled. Together they had just sat down and 

stretched out side by side to fall gently into their last sleep. 

We laid them next to Judy.  I dug a grave and lined it with some of their straw bed, wheeled 

them down in the wheelbarrow, laid them in side by side, covered them with the rest of the 

straw and filled in. 

Farmer had put some sheep in our field; ewes who were soon to lamb. This we thought was 

particularly kind of him; he was filling our field again with animals, but not the same as we 

had kept. We‘d never had sheep. They were quite a change for us to look at, and as the little 

lambs were born, some on most days, watching their pretty play helped to ease our 

heartache. 

We busied ourselves with tidying up the garden, front and back and cleaning out the loft and 

storerooms and garage. We wondered if the tenants who were going to be the temporary 

occupiers of our Cottage would leave the garage windows open all the time the swallows 

were with us, as we did, so that they could fly in and out in the early summer mornings 

before we were up. 

We hoped there would be swallows at the other Cottage. We took down the wire between the 

two apple trees on the part of the garden where we used to have our Halloween parties. We 

did some lovely ones; coming, as Halloween does on the last day of October we did a 

combined Halloween and Guy Fawkes party. 

First I used to get two large Swedes from Farmer. Slicing the top from each and making two 

holes in each top with an apple corer to let out the smoke, I would then spend a whole 

evening in hollowing out the insides of the swedes. I then cut simple faces in the half-inch 

thick shell that was left, being careful not to cut quite though but only about half way 

through. 

Cutting a candle in half and lighting each half and tilting it so that the melted candle grease 

made a little heap in the bottom inside each swede, I then stuck the candle upright in the 

grease which quickly cooled and set and held the candle firmly. On Halloween night I set 

one swede on each of our flat-topped stone pillars at the entrance from the road. Lit the 

candle in each and popped the lid on. The two holes in each lid let in air so that the candles 

would burn and also let out the smoke. If you have never seen these Halloween Lanterns you 

cannot know the thrill of the ghoulish eeriness of their apparently suspended in air faces in 

the darkness.  The children who came to our firework parties loved them and they set the 

right tone for the fun that followed. 



Since the end of each summer we were gathering material for the giant bonfire, which we 

were careful to build mid-way between the two garden apple trees. As the end of October 

drew near, I made a life-sized Witch, stuffed with straw and dressed in a long skirt of mine 

and an old jacket of Guy‘s. I had to make a steeple hat to go on her head, a cone of cardboard 

painted black with a wide brim. Discarded wellingtons made her feet, and thrust firmly 

through the middle of her skirt was a home-made besom broom consisting of a broom handle 

with a bundle of twigs lashed firmly to one end.  This the witch appeared to bestride. 

Poked everywhere we could, under the brim of her hat, round her wrists, in her boots and 

down the front of her jacket were fireworks. Lastly we tied a wire firmly round her waist and 

hauled her up to a ring on the wire stretched between the two apple trees. With some strong 

string we tied her to the tree branches and well underneath, so that she could not slide 

forward before we were ready. 

It was dusk on Halloween night when the children began to arrive, and their squeals and 

shrieks at the ―lanterns‖ on the gate pillars. We brought out two baskets of small fireworks, 

with milk bottles for the rockets and pins for the Catherine wheels to be pinned to the clothes 

posts and two boxes of matches.  There were plenty of grown-ups to help and oversee and 

then, after preliminary rounds of fireworks Guy lit the bonfire. It went with a roar and 

showers of sparks and leaping flames that flowed and flickered on the ring of the watching 

faces. 

At its height I slipped away and cut the string that held the witch up in under the tree. At the 

same moment Guy pulled on a fine wire attached to her waist. Someone, in the know, 

shouted ―A witch, a witch!‖ 

With squeals and shrieks they all watched while the fearsome looking witch sailed slowly 

forward above their heads on her broomstick. Slowly, steadily she came till she was right on 

top of the fire with her feet dangling in the flames and the flames licking at her skirt and 

broomstick.  As she caught fully alight and the flames went higher, the fireworks in her 

boots and wrists and jacket went off with pops and bangs. 

The children shouted and clapped and shrieked, and so did a few of the grown-ups too!  You 

cannot believe, unless you were there to see, how fearfully realistic was the burning of our 

Halloween witch. 

Long before the last flames had died down, we all piled into our big scullery, where 

wellingtons, coats, macs, scarves and gloves were shed and piled on the table. Then we all 

went into the sitting-room and consumed vast quantities of sandwiches and sausage rolls and 

pastries and cakes, washed down with lemonade and tea and coffee. We finished up the 

evening with children and grown-ups playing Hunt-the-thimble, Family Coach, Postman‘s 

Knock, I-sent-a-letter and many other such games, so old-fashioned that they were new and 

exciting to the modern children we played them with. 



And now Guy had taken down the wire from between the two trees and rolled it up. 



 

Chapter 15 

Removal day has come and gone and we are established in our new Cottage. Mind you, once 

the wrench was over and we are settled in, we know it is a much better Cottage, as living 

quarters, than Rose Cottage was. The thick old stone walls, several hundred years old, make 

the inside cool in summer and warm in winter, especially as we now have central heating. 

We have a specially nice new kitchen; it was once a cow house for four cows, built on to the 

Cottage and also of stone. It is snug and warm, with the domestic boiler and a radiator in it, 

but spacious, like a farmhouse kitchen. We even have a settle for seating on one side of the 

kitchen table; and the two big windows look straight away to the Mendip Hills. 

Our last few weeks at Rose Cottage were hectic; we hoped to be in the new place by 

Christmas, but the builders seemed to take endless time over everything, so that we ate our 

Christmas dinner after all at Rose Cottage, with our pictures and collection of Staffordshire 

china packed in tea chests and the carpets rolled up. 

On the last day of the year we moved. That day it rained and rained and rained. In spite of all 

our willing help and enough cups of tea to float a rowing boat, the removal men said they 

hoped they‘d never have to move another lot like us. Our outdoor stuff, that we couldn‘t be 

parted from, was endless; even to Jasper‘s halter and the curry comb I used to use on the 

calves; and an old stone trough that had been hand cut out of solid stone goodness knows 

how long ago. This last item nearly caused a mutiny, because it was so heavy. 

The last workman doing finishing off jobs had left, and we had sorted and rearranged and 

finally settled down and then spring was on us. I was nursing a cold by a log fire and spent a 

day interestedly looking out at a different Farm, only a field away. Our new Farmer had a 

largish milk herd of shorthorns, some sixty of them and followers. These latter are cows 

which are dry at the moment but will calve later and then join the milk herd, and the young 

heifers who will follow on when they have had their first calves. 

I was standing by one of the sitting room windows when I saw Farmer come out just before 

dinner. The milk herd were grazing in two large fields, the gate between them being open for 

them to range over both. They were spread out well over the two fields, a lot of them lying 

down and chewing the cud in the furthest corner. I wondered what Farmer would do. It 

would be a long walk to the furthest animals; would he saddle one of his horses to round 

them us, as he often did for his sheep? And anyway it was too early for milking, but perhaps 

he was going to take them to a fresh pasture. 

While I watched, he opened the gate and walked to the first two cows, who were lying down. 

Getting them to their feet he started to drive them to the farmyard gate which he‘d propped 

open.  As soon as they started to move, the next nearest half dozen animals lumbered to their 

feet and hurried after them. One after another, in quick succession the rest of the cows in the 



first field got to their feet and moved off after the first ones, to see what was going on. They 

began to trot, in order to catch up to the others for fear of missing something. Meantime, 

those in the second field were rising to their feet at the commotion and seeing how far ahead 

of them were the first lot, they began to gallop. Within three minutes of Farmer getting the 

first two cows to their feet, the whole sixty odd animals were streaming across the two fields 

at the gallop; not gracefully gathering their legs under them with each stride, like horses, but 

with a stiff-legged rocking motion, like the old-fashioned Victorian rocking horses, their tails 

waving and their udders flopping from side to side. 

Well, I thought to myself, just see what a lot of trouble you can save yourself, if you 

understand animals and their curiosity and fear of missing something another animal might 

be going to have. Farmer only had to close the gate after the last animals had passed through! 

Also belonging to our new Cottage is a piece of land, probably once an odd corner between 

the road and two field ends, but which someone, long ago, had planted with about a dozen 

apple and pear trees. Never properly used or cultivated it is just a rough piece of ground we 

call the ―jungle‖. The hedges around it are high and the fruit trees are high in competition. 

Over the years the trees have become festooned in ivy and are not much use as bearers of 

fruit. But in spring the blossom is lovely and the place has become a sanctuary for small 

animals and birds. It is just across the road from our kitchen windows.   

The other day while we were having our midday meal, we could hear furious twittering and 

alarm cries of at least half a dozen blackbirds. We looked across and could see blackbirds 

flying from branch to branch of two apple trees, and a woodpigeon perched on a branch of a 

close-by elm tree was looking on. 

―Something is upsetting them‖ I said to Guy ―I wonder if it is a fox.‖ I crossed the road and 

as I reached the gate into the ―jungle‖ the woodpigeon flew off. At the same time a large 

brown owl flew out of one of the apple trees and went down  between the trees on silent 

wing to his home in the last apple tree, which was now a thick mass of ivy. 

―What is an owl, which is a nocturnal bird, doing out in the middle of a sunny day?‖ I asked 

Guy.  

Guy thought that as myxomatosis has drastically reduced the rabbit population, the foxes 

who ate the rabbits were forced back upon mice and voles and water rats and birds roosting 

in the hedgerows at night, for their food. As mice and voles are a large part of the diet of 

owls, these were forced to seek other prey, including baby birds. 

At night, these are safe in their nests, with their mothers sitting on them, so that the owls are 

forced to come out in the daytime to catch the baby birds while the parents are off foraging. 

―So that‖ said Guy ―is how you came to see an owl hunting by day, and being harassed by 

angry blackbird parents whose alarm cries had called up reinforcements of their friends.‖ 



Now we have had experience of two old country Cottages and we find that we have learned a 

lot of things about them which have to be reckoned with when you are thinking of buying 

one. 

If you can do things yourselves you are best off. We know two young people who bought a 

small Cottage and some stone sheds attached which had been empty and derelict for years, 

and were beyond hope, as most people thought. But the young man was a builder and 

worked in has father‘s building business and knew what to do. 

His wife helped him, and in their spare time they re-planned the inside of it, just using the 

shell. Then they set to work; they put on a new roof and new windows and doors. They put 

all new floors of concrete and asphalt downstairs and new joists and floor boards upstairs. 

They put in a bathroom and a small modern kitchen and a hot water supply. Then they 

decorated it throughout and moved in. Lastly they built a garage, made a small drive and 

tackled the garden, being careful to keep it an unpretentious cottage garden. Now they have a 

very charming little home which would be worth a lot of money if they ever wanted to sell it. 

But we aren‘t builders. If a place was in that state of dereliction we couldn‘t tackle it. But we 

have learned a few things and we‘ll pass them on to you.  

Before you by a country Cottage, unless you can spend a great deal of money, be sure your 

roof is sound and your walls are dry. Our new Cottage had had its roof stripped, raised at the 

back to make better bedrooms, then all felted and the original pan-tiles replace, all done by 

the previous owner. We called in the Rentokil people who went into the roof space and 

examined the timbers. They found a certain amount of woodworm infestation, so we had the 

whole of the inside of the roof treated by the Rentokil firm who then gave us a written 

guarantee of safety from any more infestation for twenty years. This guarantee we placed in 

our Bank with the Deeds of the Cottage. 

Our walls appeared to be quite dry, but the floors downstairs had been concreted many years 

before, and when we took up the old linoleum still left down, we found the floors mildew 

and damp in parts. Our builder called in the people who treat this with a bitumastic asphalt. 

They bring a machine which heats the stuff and then it is spread over the floors to a depth of 

only one inch. In two hours it is dry, and in four hours is completely hard and you can walk 

about on it and use it. No damp ever comes through this. It has, too, a pleasing dark, shiny 

appearance. Mostly a wipe with a damp cloth or dry mop keeps it looking good. But an 

occasional application of ―Dual‖ is all that is necessary for it to continue looking smart. 

NEVER use any sort of floor polish on it. Carpets or rugs go straight down on top of it, and 

if the carpets are not fitted, the dark shiny surrounds left look quite attractive. 

But, in the kitchen (assuming you‘ve been sensible enough to have the whole of the 

downstairs covered with the asphalt) you need to have a vinyl (or linoleum) covering on top. 

This is because any splashing of any kind of fat or oil, and you cannot avoid some, will make 

dull spots appear, because the fat (like floor polish) takes the surface off the asphalt. 



As I said, we thought our walls were dry inside. But after a winter with the central heating 

(which had never been in the Cottage before) the dry warmth of it seemed to draw up the 

damp through the stone walls and appear as damp patches where there was wallpaper, and 

flaking off where there was distemper, and even patches of mould appeared. This we brushed 

off and then painted the wall with liquid stuff we‘d read about. In three months the damp 

was back, and we noticed the skirting boards were shrinking and cracking. 

―Dry rot‖ we said and sent for a builder who did a lot of work renovating old cottages. He 

was an experienced man with these sorts of things.  ―Not a bit of good painting stuff on, 

doesn‘t last any time‖ he said. ―It cannot be coming from outside‖ said Guy ―we‘ve no 

flower beds against the house, but concrete paths all round, and the whole place was snow-

cemmed.‖ 

―No‖ said the Builder, ―it is rising damp because there is no damp course, and the central 

heating started to draw it. There only one way to cure it. Damp never rises above three feet 

six inches, so we must take away all the plaster back to the bare stones for a height of four 

feet, and then start the treatment‖. 

Strangely enough, the damp was only on one wall in one room and three walls in another. 

All the rest of the rooms were bone dry, and still are. So the builder started to work on those 

four walls. All day long for a couple of days the men hammered and hammered and 

hammered, to break up and chip off the old plaster. In spite of keeping the doors shut and 

stuffing cloths at the bottom, the dust seeped through and spread into every corner of the 

Cottage. 

At last they‘d finished and all the stone wall was exposed. The men painted all the stones 

and well into the joints with a clear petrifying liquid. They came back next day when this 

was dry and painted it with a thick black bitumastic stuff, which had a smell like disinfectant 

mixed with tar. When that was dry they gave it a second coat;  these two coats took two 

weeks to dry. Then they put on a coat of rough plaster, and lastly the smooth coat of 

finishing plaster. They came once more and painted the walls with Emulsion paint. The 

skirtings we did not replace, just took the colour down to the floor. That proved to be the 

perfect answer, no damp has ever come through since. 

Our ceilings are low, so they are not lined and plastered, but left open everywhere 

downstairs, with all the beams showing. In some rooms we‘ve painted the beams white and 

in others, dark brown. Leaving the ceilings open gives an added height to the rooms, 

between the beams, of seven inches. 

In the kitchen, which was once a small cow-house to tie up four cows, there is still the 

narrow wooden stairs leading up through a trap door to the loft over, where hay used to be 

kept. This loft is invaluable to us. All our suitcases and odds and ends are there. In front of 

the window we‘ve put an old kitchen table, and over it is an electric light. This is now Guy‘s 

workshop, the cable from his Wolf – gun can hang down through the open trap door when 



he‘s working up there and be plugged into the kitchen power point. So even on a winter‘s 

night Guy can work at his hobby up in the loft in light and warmth. 

In the first chapter, I mentioned something which you don‘t have to be concerned about 

when you buy a town house, because there you have Main Drainage; in fact; in the garden of 

our new Cottage, a discreet distance from it, is still standing the old privy. Under an elm tree, 

covered with Virginia creeper, and its entrance modestly screened by a privet hedge, it is 

now a repository for garden tools. In fact, last year, a blackbird, looking for a building site, 

flew in through the open ventilation square in the door and decided that the head of a broom, 

leaning against the wall, was some sort of tree, with little short branches. She built her nest 

on top of the broom-head, laid her eggs, sat on them, hatched them out and reared her family. 

Scores of times Guy went quietly in and out to fetch or put back a tool, and she never turned 

a hair, or rather, feather. She would stare unblinkingly at him and crouch tighter over the 

eggs, but never did she desert the nest. When she taught the little ones to fly, it was, at first 

from the nest to the square opening in the door and back, via some of the garden tools. Bird 

lime was everywhere, but we soon washed it off when they‘d all finished with the nest and 

gone. But Guy did then destroy the empty nest and turn the broom the other way with the 

head on the floor to discourage them in future, because of the cats. How they never found 

that lot we‘ll never know. 

Well in our new Cottage we have found the third alternative for the country dweller, and that 

is a septic tank. This is the best of all and needs no tanker calling. It is much more 

complicated; bacteria to dispose of the solids and the liquid drains through a coke bed into 

the ground. 

Already we love this Cottage dearly, and we are still hard at it in our spare time, licking a 

much bigger garden and lawns into shape. But I AM keeping my eyes open in case I see 

another Cottage with a field and an orchard. 


